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Section
1   General

2   Strength and securing of small hatches on the exposed foredeck

3   Strength requirements for foredeck fittings and equipment

n Section 1 
General

1.1 Application

1.1.1 These requirements apply to:

• bulk carriers;

• general dry cargo ships (excluding container vessels, vehicle carriers, ro-ro ships and woodchip carriers); and

• combination carriers (e.g. OBO ships, Ore/Oil Carriers, etc.);

that are contracted for construction prior to 1 January 2004, of Rule length, L, 100 m and above. The Rule length, L, is defined in 
Pt 3, Ch 1, 6 Definitions of the Rules and Regulations for the Classification of Ships (hereinafter referred to as the Rules for Ships).

1.1.2 The requirements of Ch 1, 2 Strength and securing of small hatches on the exposed foredeck for small hatches on
exposed foredeck and Section 3 for strength of deck fittings and equipment are to be applied in accordance with the following
schedule:

• for ships which will be 15 years of age or more on 1 January 2004 by the due date of the first intermediate or special survey
after that date;

• for ships which will be 10 years of age or more on 1 January 2004 by the due date of the first special survey after that date;

• for ships which will be less than 10 years of age on 1 January 2004 by the date on which the ship reaches 10 years of age.

1.1.3 Vessels contracted for construction prior to 1 July 2007 are to comply with the requirements of Ch 1, 2.4 Requirements
for primary securing by the date specified in Ch 1, 1.1 Application or by the due date of the first Special Survey after 1 July 2007,
whichever is later. Completion prior to 1 July 2007 of a Special Survey with a due date after 1 July 2007 cannot be used to
postpone compliance.

n Section 2 
Strength and securing of small hatches on the exposed foredeck

2.1 Application

2.1.1 This section applies to small hatches on the exposed foredeck giving access to spaces forward of the collision
bulkhead, and to spaces which extend over this line aft. Small hatches in this context are hatches designed for access to spaces
below the deck and are capable of being closed weather-tight or watertight, as applicable. Their opening is normally 2,5 m2 or
less.

2.1.2 Emergency escape hatches are excluded from complying with Ch 1, 2.3 Primary securing devices, Ch 1, 2.4
Requirements for primary securing and Ch 1, 2.5 Secondary securing device.

2.2 Strength

2.2.1 For small rectangular steel hatch covers, the plate thickness, stiffener arrangement and scantlings are to be in
accordance with Table 1.2.1 Scantlings for small steel hatch covers on exposed deck, and Figure 1.2.1 Arrangement of stiffeners.
Stiffeners, where fitted, are to be aligned with the metal-to-metal contact points, required in Ch 1, 2.4 Requirements for primary
securing, see Figure 1.2.1 Arrangement of stiffeners. Primary stiffeners are to be continuous. All stiffeners are to be welded to the
inner edge stiffener, see Figure 1.2.2 Example of primary securing method.
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Table 1.2.1: Scantlings for small steel hatch covers on exposed deck

Nominal

size

(mm x mm)

Cover

plate

thickness

(mm)

Primary

stiffeners

Secondary

stiffeners

Flat bar (mm x mm);

number

630 x 630 8 - -

630 x 830 8 100 x 8;1 -

830 x 630 8 100 x 8;1 -

830 x 830 8 100 x 10;1 -

1030 x 1030 8 120 x 12;1 80 x 8;2

1330 x 1330 8 150 x 12;2 100 x 10;2
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Nominal size 630 x 630

Nominal size 830 x 830

Nominal size 1030 x 1030

Nominal size 630 x 830

Nominal size 830 x 630

Nominal size 1330 x 1330

Hinge

Primary stiffener

Secondary stiffener

Securing device/metal to metal contact

Figure 1.2.1: Arrangement of stiffeners
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Figure 1.2.2: Example of primary securing method

2.2.2 The upper edge of the hatchway coamings is to be suitably reinforced by a horizontal section, normally not more than
170 to 190 mm from the upper edge of the coamings.

2.2.3 For small hatch covers of circular or similar shape, the cover plate thickness and reinforcement are to be of equivalent
strengfth to that of the small rectangular steel hatch covers described in Ch 1, 2.2 Strength.

2.2.4 For small hatch covers constructed of materials other than steel, the required scantlings are to provide equivalent
strength.
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2.3 Primary securing devices

2.3.1 Hatches are to be fitted with primary securing devices such that their hatch covers can be secured in place and
weather-tight by means of a mechanism employing any one of the following methods:

(a) Butterfly nuts tightening onto forks (clamps);

(b) Quick acting cleats; or

(c) Central locking device.

2.3.2 Dogs (twist tightening handles) with wedges are not acceptable.

2.4 Requirements for primary securing

2.4.1 The hatch cover is to be fitted with a gasket of elastic material. This is to be designed to allow a metal to metal contact
at a designed compression and to prevent over compression of the gasket by green sea forces that may cause the securing
devices to be loosened or dislodged. The metal to metal contacts are to be arranged close to each securing device in accordance
with Figure 1.2.1 Arrangement of stiffeners, and of sufficient capacity to withstand the bearing force.

2.4.2 The primary securing method is to be designed and manufactured such that the designed compression pressure can be
achieved by one person without the need of any tools.

2.4.3 For a primary securing method using butterfly nuts, the forks (clamps) are to be of robust design. They are to be
designed to minimise the risk of butterfly nuts being dislodged while in use. This can be achieved by curving the forks upward,
raising the surface on the free end, or by a similar method. The plate thickness of unstiffened steel forks is not to be less than 16
mm. An example arrangement is shown in Figure 1.2.2 Example of primary securing method.

2.4.4 For small hatch covers located on the exposed deck forward of the fore-most cargo hatch, the hinges are to be fitted
such that the predominant direction of green sea will cause the cover to close. The hinges are normally to be located on the
forward edge.

2.4.5 Securing devices for hatches designed for emergency escape are to be of a quick-acting type (e.g. one action wheel
handle central locking device for latching/unlatching of hatch cover) operable from both sides of the hatch cover.

2.5 Secondary securing device

2.5.1 Hatches are to be fitted with an independent secondary securing device e.g. by means of a sliding bolt, a hasp or a
backing bar of slack fit, which is capable of keeping the hatch cover in place, even in the event that the primary securing device
becomes loosened or dislodged. It is to be fitted on the side opposite to the hatch cover hinges.

n Section 3 
Strength requirements for foredeck fittings and equipment

3.1 Application

3.1.1 This section applies to air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices on the exposed deck serving spaces forward
of the collision bulkhead, and to spaces which extend aft over this line.

3.2 Applied loading for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices

3.2.1 The pressures, p, in kN/m2 acting on air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices may be calculated from:� = 0, 5 � V2 Cd Cs Cp
where  

ρ = density of sea-water (1,025 t/m3)

V = velocity of water over the foredeck (13,5 m/sec)

C d = shape coefficient (0,5 for pipes, 1,3 for air pipe or ventilator heads in general and 0,8 for an air pipe or
ventilator head of cylindrical form with its axis in the vertical direction)

C s = slamming coefficient (3,2)

C p = protection coefficient:
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where  

= (0,7) for pipes and ventilator heads located immediately behind a breakwater or forecastle

= (1,0) elsewhere and immediately behind a bulwark.

3.2.2 Forces acting in the horizontal direction on the pipe and its closing device may be calculated from Ch 1, 3.2 Applied
loading for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices using the largest projected area of each component.

3.3 Strength requirements for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices

3.3.1 Bending moments and stresses in air and ventilator pipes are to be calculated at critical positions:

• at penetration pieces;

• at weld or flange connections; and

• at toes of supporting brackets.

3.3.2 Bending stresses in the net section are not to exceed 0,8σy, where σy is the specified minimum yield stress or 0,2 per
cent proof stress of the steel at room temperature. Irrespective of corrosion protection, a corrosion addition to the net section of
2,0 mm is then to be applied.

3.3.3 For standard air pipes of 760 mm coaming height closed by heads of not more than the tabulated projected area, pipe
thicknesses and bracket heights are specified in Table 1.3.1 760 mm air pipe thickness and bracket standards. Where brackets
are required, three or more radial brackets are to be fitted. Brackets are to be of gross thickness 8 mm or more, of minimum
length 100 mm, and height according to Table 1.3.1 760 mm air pipe thickness and bracket standards but need not extend over
the joint flange for the head. Bracket toes at the deck are to be suitably supported.

Table 1.3.1: 760 mm air pipe thickness and bracket standards

Nominal pipe

diameter,

in mm

Minimum fitted

gross;

thickness,

in mm

Maximum

projected area 

of head,

in cm2

Height(1) of

brackets,

in mm

40A 6,0 - 520

50A 6,0 - 520

65A 6,0 - 480

80A 6,3 - 460

100A 7,0 - 380

125A 7,8 - 300

150A 8,5 - 300

175A 8,5 - 300

200A 8,5(2) 1900 300(2)

250A 8,5(2) 2500 300(2)

300A 8,5(2) 3200 300(2)

350A 8,5(2) 3800 300(2)

400A 8,5(2) 4500 300(2)

(1) Brackets (see Ch 1, 3.3 Strength requirements for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices) need not extend over the joint

flange for the head.

(2) Brackets are required where the as fitted (gross) thickness is less than 10,5 mm, or where the tabulated projected head area is

exceeded.

Note For pipe heights other than 760 mm (see Ch 1, 3.3 Strength requirements for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices).
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3.3.4 For other configurations, loads according to Ch 1, 3.2 Applied loading for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing
devices are to be applied, and means of support determined in order to comply with the requirements of Ch 1, 3.3 Strength
requirements for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices. Brackets, where fitted, are to be of suitable thickness and
length according to their height. Pipe thickness is not to be taken less than as indicated in Pt 5, Ch 12 Piping Design
Requirements of the Rules for Ships.

3.3.5 For standard ventilators of 900 mm coaming height closed by heads of not more than the tabulated projected area, pipe
thicknesses and bracket heights are specified in Table 1.3.2 900 mm ventilator pipe thickness and bracket standards. Brackets,
where required, are to be as specified in Ch 1, 3.3 Strength requirements for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices.

Table 1.3.2: 900 mm ventilator pipe thickness and bracket standards

Nominal pipe

diameter

in mm

Minimum fitted

gross;

thickness,

in mm

Maximum

projected area

of head,

in cm2

Height of

brackets,

in mm

80A 6,3 - 460

100A 7,0 - 380

150A 8,5 - 300

200A 8,5 550 -

250A 8,5 880 -

300A 8,5 1200 -

350A 8,5 2000 -

400A 8,5 2700 -

450A 8,5 3300 -

500A 8,5 4000 -

Note For ventilator heights other than 900 mm, the relevant requirements of 3.3 are to be applied.

3.3.6 For ventilators of coaming height greater than 900 mm, the coaming support will be specially considered. Pipe thickness
is not to be taken less than as indicated in Pt 5, Ch 12 Piping Design Requirements of the Rules for Ships.

3.3.7 All component parts and connections of the air pipe or ventilator are to be capable of withstanding the loads defined in 
Ch 1, 3.2 Applied loading for air pipes, ventilator pipes and their closing devices.

3.3.8 Rotating type mushroom ventilator heads are unsuitable for application within this region.
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Section
1   General

2   Re-assessment of vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads

3   Re-assessment of double bottom structure

4   Loading guidance information

5   Re-assessment of side shell frames and brackets

6   Cargo hatch cover securing arrangements

n Section 1 
General

1.1 Application

1.1.1 The re-assessment procedures given in Ch 2, 2 Re-assessment of vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads
for the vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkhead between cargo holds No. 1 and No. 2, for bulk carriers of length, L,
greater than or equal to 150 m, carrying solid bulk cargoes having a density of 1,78 t/m3 or above, with single deck, topside tanks
and hopper tanks and fitted with vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads between cargo holds No. 1 and 2 are to be
applied where:

• the foremost hold is bounded by the side shell only, for ships which were contracted for construction prior to 1 July 1998 and
have not been constructed in compliance with Pt 4, Ch 7, 10 Bulkheads of Notice No.2 to the 1996 Rules and Regulations
for the Classification of Ships (hereinafter referred to as the Rules for Ships), or subsequent editions, see Ch 4 Appendix 1;

• the foremost hold is double side skin construction of less than 760 mm breadth measured perpendicular to the side shell in
ships, the keels of which were laid, or which were at a similar stage of construction, before 1 July 1999 and have not been
constructed in compliance with Pt 4, Ch 7, 10 Bulkheads of Notice No.2 to the 1998 Rules for Ships, or subsequent editions,
see Ch 5 Appendix 2.

1.1.2 The re-assessment procedures given in Ch 2, 3 Re-assessment of double bottom structure for the double bottom in
way of cargo hold No. 1, of bulk carriers of length, L, greater than or equal to 150 m, carrying solid bulk cargoes having a density
of 1,78 t/m3 or above, with single deck, topside tanks and hoper tanks, are to be applied where:

• the foremost hold is bounded by the side shell only, for ships which were contracted for construction prior to 1 July 1998,
and have not been constructed in compliance with Pt 4, Ch 7, 8.8 Allowable hold loading in the flooded condition of Notice
No.2 to the 1998 Rules for Ships, or subsequent editions, see Ch 6 Appendix 3 ;

• the foremost hold is double side skin construction of less than 760 mm breadth measured perpendicular to the side shell in
ships, the keels of which were laid, or which were at a similar stage of construction, before 1 July 1999 and have not been
constructed in compliance with Pt 4, Ch 7, 8.8 Allowable hold loading in the flooded condition of Notice No.2 to the 1998
Rules for Ships, or subsequent editions, see Ch 6 Appendix 3 .

1.1.3 Application of Ch 2, 2 Re-assessment of vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads to other cargo hold
transverse watertight bulkheads and double bottoms is optional. See Ch 2, 1.2 Class notations.

1.1.4 The requirements given in Ch 2, 4.1 Loading Instrument for the supply of Loading Instruments to bulk carriers of length,
L, greater than or equal to 150 m, which were contracted for construction before 1 July 1998, are to be complied with by 1
January 1999 or the date of entry of the ship into service, whichever is later.

1.1.5 The requirements given in Ch 2, 4.2 Loading Manual for the supply of Loading Manuals to bulk carriers of length, L,
greater than or equal to 150 m, where one or more cargo holds are bounded by the side shell only, which were contracted for
construction before 1 July 1998, are to be complied with by 1 July 1999 or the date of entry of the ship into service, whichever is
later.

1.1.6 The procedures for the re-assessment of side shell frames and brackets of cargo holds bounded by a single side shell,
given in Ch 2, 5 Re-assessment of side shell frames and brackets, are to be applied to bulk carriers constructed with single deck,
topside tanks and hopper tanks in cargo spaces carrying dry cargo in bulk, which were not built in accordance with Pt 4, Ch 7,
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6.2 Transverse stiffening of Notice No.2 to the 1996 Rules for Ships (see Ch 7 Appendix 4 ), or subsequent editions, in accordance
with the following schedule:

• For ships which will be 15 years of age or more on 1 January 2004 by the due date of the first intermediate or Special Survey
after that date.

• For ships which will be 10 years of age or more on 1 January 2004 by the due date of the first Special Survey after that date.

• For ships which will be less than 10 years of age on 1 January 2004 by the date on which the ship reaches 10 years of age.

Completion prior to 1 January 2004 of an intermediate or Special Survey with a due date after 1 January 2004 cannot be used to
postpone compliance. However, completion prior to 1 January 2004 of an intermediate survey the window for which straddles 1
January 2004 can be accepted. In the case a vessel as defined here does not satisfy the definition in one or more holds, the
requirements do not apply to those individual holds.

1.1.7 The requirements given in Section 7 apply to all bulk carriers which were not built in accordance with Pt 4, Ch 7, 12
Steel hatch covers of the Rules for Ships and are for steel hatch cover securing devices and stoppers for cargo hold hatchways
No. 1 and No. 2 which are wholly or partially within 0,25L of the fore perpendicular, excepting pontoon type hatch covers, and are
to be complied with according to the schedule given in Ch 2, 1.1 Application.

1.2 Class notations

1.2.1 Where the vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkhead between holds 1 and 2 or the double bottom in way of
hold 1 fail to meet the requirements of Ch 2, 2 Re-assessment of vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads and Ch 2,
3 Re-assessment of double bottom structure, strengthening and/or deadweight restrictions will be required. Compliance with
these Rules will be identified by the class notation ESN (Enhanced Survivability Notation) assigned as follows:

(a) ESN-Hold 1. This notation will be assigned to a ship that has been assessed for flooding of No. 1 hold and complies with or
has been strengthened to comply with the requirements of these Rules.

(b) ESN-Hold 1 with Loading Restrictions. This notation will be assigned to a ship that has been assessed for flooding of the
No.1 hold and complies with the requirements of these Rules by virtue of imposed loading restrictions.

1.2.2 Where a Shipowner opts to examine all holds, the assigned notations will be as follows:

(a) ESN-All Holds. This notation will be assigned to a ship that has been assessed for the flooding of all holds and complies
with or has been strengthened to comply with the requirements of these Rules.

(b) ESN-All Holds with Loading Restrictions in Hold(s) No. ........ This notation will be assigned to a ship that has been
assessed for the flooding of all holds and complies with these Rules by virtue of imposed loading restrictions.

1.3 Damage Stability

1.3.1 Single side skin bulk carriers are required to be re-assessed in accordance with Ch 2, 2 Re-assessment of vertically
corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads and Ch 2, 3 Re-assessment of double bottom structure, when loaded to the summer
load line and are to be able to withstand flooding of the foremost cargo hold in all loading conditions and remain afloat in a
satisfactory condition of equilibrium, as specified in SOLAS Chapter XII, Regulation 4.2 to 4.6 in accordance with the following
schedule:.

• For ships which were 20 years of age or more on 1 July 1998, by the due date of the first Intermediate Survey or the due
date of the first Special Survey to be held after 1 July 1998, whichever comes first;

• For ships which were 15 years of age or more, but less than 20 years of age on 1 July 1998, by the due date of the first
Special Survey, to be held after 1 July 1998, but not later than 1 July 2002;

• For ships which were 10 years of age or more but less than 15 years of age on 1 July 1998, by the due date of the first
Intermediate Survey, or the due date of the first Special Survey to be held after the date on which the ship reaches 15 years
of age but not later than the date on which the ship reaches 17 years of age;

• For ships which were five years of age or more but less than 10 years of age on 1 July 1998, by the due date, after 1 July
2003, of the first Intermediate Survey or the first Special Survey after the date on which the ship reaches 10 years of age,
whichever occurs first;

• For ships which were less than five years of age on 1 July 1998, by the date on which the ship reaches 10 years of age.

Completion prior to 1 July 2003 of an Intermediate Survey or Special Survey with a due date after 1 July 2003 cannot be used to
postpone compliance. However, completion prior to 1 July 2003 of an Intermediate Survey, the window for which straddles 1 July
2003, can be accepted.

1.3.2 A ship which has been built with an insufficient number of transverse watertight bulkheads to satisfy the requirements of 
Ch 2, 1.3 Damage Stability may be exempted from the application of Ch 2, 1.3 Damage Stability and of Ch 2, 2 Re-assessment of
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vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads and Ch 2, 3 Re-assessment of double bottom structure, provided that the
ship fulfils the requirements of SOLAS Chapter XII, Regulation 9.

1.3.3 Where a Shipowner opts to examine all holds, the ship is to be able to withstand flooding of any one cargo hold in all
loading conditions and remain afloat in a satisfactory condition of equilibrium as specified in SOLAS Chapter XII, Regulation 4.

n Section 2 
Re-assessment of vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads

2.1 Application and definitions

2.1.1 Requirements for application of this procedure are given in Ch 2, 1.1 Application.

2.1.2 In the context of this Section, a homogeneous loading condition is defined as one where the ratio between the highest
and the lowest filling levels, d 1, in adjacent holds (see Figure 2.2.1 Loading) does not exceed 1,20. For this purpose, where a
loading condition includes cargoes of different densities, equivalent filling levels are to be calculated for all holds on the basis of a
single reference value of cargo density, which can be the minimum to be carried.

���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���

d1

df

D

5128/02

h1

hf

V

P

bHT

hHT

V = Volume of cargo

P = Calculation point

Figure 2.2.1: Loading

2.1.3 The term net plate thickness is used to describe the required minimum thickness of the web plating, t w, and flange
plating, t f, to which corrosion additions (see Ch 2, 2.4 Retrospective action) are added.

2.2 Loading

2.2.1 The most severe combinations of cargo induced loads and flooding loads are to be used to re-assess the scantlings of
the transverse watertight bulkhead between cargo holds 1 and 2 or, where selected by the Shipowner, all cargo hold transverse
watertight bulkheads. Both homogeneous and non-homogeneous conditions are to be included but part-loading conditions
associated with multiport loading are not required to be considered.

2.2.2 The flooding head, h f, (see Ch 2, 2.2 Loading) is the distance, in metres, measured vertically with the ship in the upright
position, from the location under consideration to a position, d f, in metres, from the baseline given by:

(a) In general:

(i) d f = D for the bulkhead between holds 1 and 2

(ii) d f = 0,9D for the other bulkheads

(b) For ships less than 50 000 tonnes deadweight with Type B freeboard:

(i) d f = 0,95D for the bulkhead between holds 1 and 2
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(ii) d f = 0,85D for the other bulkheads

where  

D = distance, in metres, from the baseline to the freeboard deck at side at the section under consideration.

For ships having an assigned maximum draught, T r, less than the permissible load line draught, T, the flooding heads in (a) and (b)
above may be reduced by T - T r.

2.2.3 The cargo surface is assumed to be horizontal and at a distance, d 1, in metres, from the baseline (see Figure 2.2.1
Loading) given by:

�1 = �c� c�c� + �LS�c� + ℎHT− ℎDB �HT� + ℎDB
where  

b HT = breadth of the hopper tanks amidships, in metres

h DB = height of the double bottom, in metres

h HT = height of the hopper tanks from the baseline amidships, in metres

l c = length of hold, in metres

m c = mass of cargo in hold, in tonnes

v LS = volume of the lower stool above inner bottom, in m3

B = breadth of the ship amidships, in metres

ρc = bulk cargo density, in tonne/m3.

2.3 Scantling assessment

2.3.1 The bending moment, M, in kNm (tonne-f m) for the bulkhead corrugations is given by:� = ��8
where  

l = span of corrugation, in metres, to be measured between the internal ends of the bulkhead upper and lower
stools in way of the neutral axis of the corrugations or, where no stools are fitted, from the inner bottom to
deck, see Figure 2.2.2 Scantling assessment and Figure 2.2.3 Scantling assessment. The lower end of the
upper stool is not to be taken greater than a distance from the deck at the centreline equal to:

 = three times the depth of the corrugation, in general,

 = or

 = two times the depth of the corrugation, for rectangular stools

F = resultant force, in kN (tonne-f), see Table 2.2.1 Bulkhead pressure and force and Table 2.2.2 Resultant
pressure and force.
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Figure 2.2.2: Scantling assessment
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Figure 2.2.3: Scantling assessment

Table 2.2.1: Bulkhead pressure and force

Pressure, kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2) Force, kN (tonne-f)

(1) In non-flooded bulk cargo holds

�c = � � c ℎ1 tan2 �
�c = � c ℎ1 tan2 �

�c = 0, 5 � c � �1 �1− ℎDB− ℎLS 2 tan2 �
�c = 0, 5 � c �1 �1− ℎDB− ℎLS 2 tan2 �

(2) In flooded bulk cargo holds,when df ≥ d1

(a) For positions between d1 and df from baseline�cf = � � ℎf�cf = � ℎf
�cf = 0, 5 �1 � � �f − �1 2 + � � �f − �1 + ��e �1− ℎDB− ℎLS�cf = 0, 5 �1 � �f − �1 2 + � �f − �1 + ��e �1− ℎDB− ℎLS

(b) For positions at a distance lower than d1 from baseline

�cf = � � ℎf + � c− � 1− � ℎ1 tan2 �
�cf = � ℎf + � c− � 1− � ℎ1 tan2 �

�cf = 0, 5 �1 � � �f − �1 2 + � � �f − �1 + ��e �1− ℎDB− ℎLS�cf = 0, 5 �1 � �f − �1 2 + � �f − �1 + ��e �1− ℎDB− ℎLS
(3) In flooded bulk cargo holds, when df < d1

(a) For positions between d1 and df from baseline

�cf = � � c ℎ1 tan2 �
�cf = � c ℎ1 tan2 �

�cf = 0, 5 �1 � c � �1− �f 2 tan2 � + � c � �1− �f tan2 � + ��e �f − ℎDB− ℎLS�cf = 0, 5 �1 � c �1− �f 2 tan2 � + � c �1− �f tan2 � + ��e �f − ℎDB− ℎLS
(b) For positions at a distance lower than df from baseline

�cf = � � ℎf + � c ℎ1− � 1− � ℎf tan2 �
�cf = � ℎf + � c ℎ1− � 1− � ℎf tan2 �

�cf = 0, 5 �1 � c � �1− �f 2 tan2 � + � c � �1− �f tan2 � + ��e �f − ℎDB− ℎLS�cf = 0, 5 �1 � c �1− �f 2 tan2 � + � c �1− �f tan2 � + ��e �f − ℎDB− ℎLS
(4) In flooded empty holds
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�f = � � ℎf�f = � ℎf �f = 0, 5 �1 � � �f − ℎDB− ℎLS 2�f = 0, 5 �1 � �f − ℎDB− ℎLS 2
Symbols

g = gravitational constant, 9,81 m/sec2

h f = flooding head, see Ch 2, 2.2 Loading

h LS = height of lower stool, in metres

h 1 = vertical distance, in metres, from the calculation point to the top of the cargo, see Figure 2.2.1 Loading

p c, p cf,

p f

= pressure on the bulkhead at the point under consideration, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

p le = pressure at bottom of the corrugation, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

s 1 = spacing of the corrugations, in metres, see Figure 2.2.2 Scantling assessment

ρ = density of sea water = 1,025 tonne/m3

ρc = bulk cargo density, in tonne/m3

θ = 45° - (ψ/2)

ψ = angle of repose of the cargo, in degrees, see Note

μ = permeability of cargo, see Note

Note The permeability of ore and coal may be taken as 0,3 and the corresponding angle of repose as 35°.

Table 2.2.2: Resultant pressure and force

Loading conditions Resultant pressure kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2) Resultant force kN (tonne-f)

Homogeneous �r = �cf − 0, 8�c � = �cf − 0, 8�c
Non-homogeneous See Note 1 �r = �cf � = �cf
Note 1. Where loading in a non-homogeneous condition is not permitted, the resultant pressure and force are to be obtained from p r = p f
and F = F f

Note 2. For symbols, see Table 2.2.1 Bulkhead pressure and force.

2.3.2 The shear force, Q, in kN (tonne-f) at the lower end the bulkhead is given by:� = 0, 8�
where F is defined in Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment.

2.3.3 The section modulus of the corrugations is to be calculated using net plate thicknesses. At the lower end, the following
requirements apply:

(a) An effective width of compression flange, b ef, not greater than given in Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment, is to be used.

(b) Where corrugation webs are not supported by local brackets below the shelf plate (or below the inner bottom if no lower
stool is fitted), they are to be assumed 30 per cent effective in bending. Otherwise, the full area of web plates may be used,
(see also Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment).

(c) Where effective shedder plates are fitted (see Figure 2.2.4 Symmetric shedder plates and Figure 2.2.5 Asymmetric shedder
plates), the net area of the corrugation flange plates, in cm2, may be increased by the lesser of:

2, 5� �f�sh � 0sh� 0fl �� 2, 5��f
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where  

b = width of corrugation flange, in metres (see Figure 2.2.2 Scantling assessment)

t f = net flange plate thickness, in mm

t sh = net shedder plate thickness, in mm

σ0fl = specified minimum yield stress of flange material, in N/mm2

σ0sh = specified minimum yield stress of shedder material, in N/mm2

A shedder plate is considered effective when it:

• is not knuckled; and

• is welded to the corrugations and the lower stool shelf plate by one side penetration welds or equivalent; and

• has a minimum slope of 45° and lower edges in line with the stool side plating.

(d) Where effective gusset plates are fitted (see Figure 2.2.6 Symmetric gusset/shedder plates and Figure 2.2.7 Asymmetric
gusset/shedder plates) the net area of the corrugation flange plates, in cm2, may be increased by:7ℎg�gu

where  

h g = height of the gusset plate, in metres, but not to be taken greater than 107 �gu
t gu = net gusset plate thickness, in mm

s gu = width of the gusset plate, in metres

A gusset plate is considered effective when it:

• is fitted in line with the stool side plating; and

• has material properties at least equal to those of the flanges.

(e) Where the corrugation is welded to a sloping stool shelf plate, set at an angle of not less than 45° to the horizontal, the
corrugation webs may be taken as fully effective in bending, (see Figure 2.2.7 Asymmetric gusset/shedder plates). Where the
slope is less than 45°, the effectiveness is to be assessed by interpolating linearly between fully effective at 45° and the
appropriate value from (b) at 0°. Where effective gusset plates are also fitted, the area of the flange plates may be increased
in accordance with (d). No increase is permitted in the case where shedder plates are fitted without gussets.
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Figure 2.2.4: Symmetric shedder plates
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Figure 2.2.5: Asymmetric shedder plates
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Figure 2.2.6: Symmetric gusset/shedder plates
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Figure 2.2.7: Asymmetric gusset/shedder plates
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2.3.4 The section modulus of corrugations at cross-sections other than the lower end is to be calculated with fully effective
webs and an effective compression flange width, b ef, not greater than given in Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment.

2.3.5 The bending capacity of the bulkhead corrugations is to comply with the following relationship:1000�0, 5 ��e � p, �e+ �m � p,m ≤ 1, 0
where  

M = bending moment, in kNm (tonne-f m) (see Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment).

Z l1e = section modulus at the lower end of the corrugations, in cm3

Z m = section modulus at mid-span of the corrugations, in cm3

σp,l1e = permissible bending stress at the lower end of the corrugations, in N/mm2(kgf/mm2)

σp,m = permissible bending stress at mid-span of the corrugations, in N/mm2(kgf/mm2)

In the above expression Z le, in cm3, is not to be taken greater than Z'l1e where�′�e = �g+ 1000 �ℎg− 0, 5ℎ2g �1 �g / � p, �e
and Z m is not to exceed the lesser of 1,15Z l1e and 1,15Z'l1e

where  

h g = height of the gusset plate, in metres

p g = resultant pressure calculated in way of the middle of the shedder or gusset plates as appropriate, in kN/m2

(tonne-f/m2)

s 1 = spacing of the corrugations, in metres

Q = shear force, in kN (tonne-f), see Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment

Z g = section modulus of the corrugations in way of the upper end of shedder or gusset plates as appropriate, in
cm3.

2.3.6 The applied shear stress, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2), is determined by dividing the shear force derived from Ch 2, 2.3
Scantling assessment by the shear area of the corrugation calculated using the net plate thickness. The shear area is to be
reduced to account for non-perpendicularity between the corrugation webs and flanges. In general, the reduced area may be
obtained by multiplying the web sectional area by sin φ, where φ is the angle between the web and the flange, (see Figure 2.2.2
Scantling assessment). The applied shear stress is not to exceed the permissible shear stress or the shear buckling stress given in 
Table 2.2.3 Permissible shear and buckling stresses.

Table 2.2.3: Permissible shear and buckling stresses

Bending, N/mm2 (kgf/mm2) Shear, N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)
Shear buckling, N/mm2 (kgf/

mm2)� p = � 0 � p = 0, 5 � 0 � cr = � 0 1− � 0/4 � E
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Symbols

b = width of corrugation flange, in metres, see Figure 2.2.2 Scantling assessment

c = width of corrugation web, in metres, see Figure 2.2.2 Scantling assessment

t f = net flange plate thickness, in mm

t w = web plate net thickness, in mm

E = modulus of elasticity

= 206 000 N/mm2 (21000 kgf/mm2)

σ0 = specified minimum yield stress, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

τE = 5,706 E (t w/1000c)2 N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

τ0 = � 03  N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

2.3.7 The width of the compression flange, in metres, to be used for calculating the effective modulus is:�ef = �ef �
where  

= �ef = 2, 25� − 1, 25� 2 for � > 1, 25
= �ef = 1, 0 for � ≤ 1, 25
= � = 103 ��f � 0�
= Other symbols are as defined in Table 2.2.3 Permissible shear and buckling stresses

2.3.8 The corrugation flange and web local net plate thickness are not to be less than:

� = 14, 9�w �r� 0 mm
where  

s w = plate width, in metres, to be taken equal to the width of the corrugation flange or web, whichever is the
greater

p r = resultant pressure, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2), as defined in Table 2.2.2 Resultant pressure and force, at the lower
edge of each strake of plating. The net thickness of the lowest strake is to be determined using the resultant
pressure at the top of the lower stool, (or at the inner bottom, if no lower stool is fitted), or at the top of the
shedders, if effective shedder or gusset and shedder plates are fitted

σ0 = specified minimum yield stress of the material, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2).

2.3.9 For built-up corrugations, where the thickness of the flange and the web are different, the net thickness of the narrower
plating is to be not less than:

�n = 14, 9�n �r� 0 mm
where  

s n = width of the narrower plating, in metres.

The net thickness, in mm, of the wider plating is not to be taken less than the greater of:
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�wp = 14, 9�w �r� 0 mm, ��
�wp = 440�2w�r� 0 − �2npmm
where

t np ≤ actual net thickness of the narrower plating but not greater than:14, 9�w �r� 0 mm
2.4 Retrospective action

2.4.1 Steel renewal will generally be required when the gauged thickness is less than:�net + 0, 5 mm
where t net is the minimum net thickness required to satisfy the bending, shear and local pressure checks given in Ch 2, 2.3
Scantling assessment. Alternatively, reinforcing doubling strips may be used, provided that the net thickness is not governed by
shear strength requirements for web plates or by local pressure requirements for web or flange plates.

2.4.2 Where the gauged thickness is within the range (t net + 0,5 mm) to (t net + 1,0 mm), coating or annual gauging is
acceptable as an alternative to steel renewal.

2.4.3 Where steel renewal is undertaken, a minimum renewed thickness of (t net + 2,5 mm) is to be provided.

2.4.4 Scantlings required to meet the bending and shear strength requirements of Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment at the
lower end of the bulkhead are to be maintained for a distance of 0,15l from the lower end, where l is as defined in Ch 2, 2.3
Scantling assessment. Scantlings required to meet the bending requirements of Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment at mid-height are
to be maintained to a location no greater than 0,3l from the top of the corrugation.

2.4.5 Where the corrugation angle φ (see Figure 2.2.2 Scantling assessment) is less than 50°, a row of staggered shedder
plates is to be fitted at approximately mid-span to preserve dimensional stability. The shedder plates are to be connected to the
corrugations by double continuous welding. No connection is to be provided to the side shell.

2.4.6 Gussets with shedder plates, extending from the lower end of the corrugations to 0,1⋉ 1above the lower end, or
reinforcing doubling strips fitted to the bulkhead corrugations and stool side plating are to be provided, if:0, 8 � 0fl�fl ≥ � 0s�st

where  

t fl = corrugation flange thickness, in mm, found to be acceptable on the basis of the criteria specified in Ch 2, 2.4
Retrospective action, or, when steel renewal is required, the replenished thickness according to the criteria
specified in Ch 2, 2.4 Retrospective action. Flange thicknesses dictated by local pressure requirements (see 
Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment and Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment) need not be considered for this
purpose

t st = as built thickness, in mm, of the lower stool side plating (or floors if no stool is fitted)

σ0fl = specified minimum yield stress of the material used for the corrugation flanges, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

σ0s = specified minimum yield stress of the material used for the lower stool side plating (or floors if no stool is
fitted), in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2).

2.4.7 Gusset plates are to be of the same material as the corrugation flanges and are to be connected to the corrugations
and lower stool shelf plate (or inner bottom if no lower stool is fitted) by deep penetration welds, see Figure 2.2.8 Welding.
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Figure 2.2.8: Welding

2.4.8 The connection between renewed plating and the lower stool shelf plate (or inner bottom if no lower stool is fitted) is
also to be deep penetration welded.

2.4.9 As an alternative to steel renewal or reinforcement, deadweight restrictions may be adopted in order to achieve
compliance with Ch 2, 2.3 Scantling assessment. Where deadweight restrictions are introduced, the Loading Manual will require
modification and approval. In addition, and in accordance with SOLAS Chapter XII, Regulation.8, the sideshell amidships is to be
permanently marked, both port and starboard, with a solid equilateral triangle having sides of 500 mm and its apex 300 mm below
the deck line. The triangle is to be painted in a colour contrasting to that of the hull.

n Section 3 
Re-assessment of double bottom structure

3.1 Application and definitions

3.1.1 Requirements for application of this procedure are given in Ch 2, 1.1 Application.

3.1.2 In the context of the following requirements, a double bottom is defined as the structure bounded by the transverse
bulkhead lower stools (or bulkhead plating if no lower stools are fitted) and the hopper sides. The floors and girders immediately in
way of these structures are excluded.

3.1.3 The shear capacity is defined as the sum of the shear strengths for:

• all the floors adjacent to both hoppers, less one half the strength of the floors adjacent to each lower stool (or transverse
bulkhead if no lower stool is fitted) (see Figure 2.3.1 Double bottom structure); and

• all the girders adjacent to the lower stools (or transverse bulkheads if no lower stool is fitted).

Where a girder or floor terminates without direct attachment to the boundary stool or hopper side girder, its shear capacity is to
include only that for the effectively connected end.

3.1.4 Shear strength calculations are to be performed using the net plate thickness, t net, for the floors and girders:�net = � − �c
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where  

t = as built thickness, in mm

t c = thickness deduction for corrosion, in mm, generally to be taken as 2 mm.
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transverse bulkhead
Floor in way 
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transverse bulkhead
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hopper side

Girder in way of 

hopper side

Figure 2.3.1: Double bottom structure

3.1.5 Where unusual structural arrangements are involved, direct calculations may be required.
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3.2 Loading

3.2.1 The most severe design loading conditions are to be considered when re-assessing the double bottom strength for hold
flooding. The ship is to be assumed immersed to the draught, T F, in metres, as defined in Ch 2, 3.3 Strength assessment, in way
of the flooded cargo hold under consideration.

3.2.2 The flooding head, h f, (see Figure 2.3.2 Loading) is the distance, in metres, measured vertically with the ship in the
upright position, from the inner bottom to position, d f, in metres, from the baseline given by:

(a) In general:

(i) d f = D for the foremost hold

(ii) d f = 0,9D for other holds

(b) For ships less than 50 000 tonnes deadweight with Type B freeboard:

(i) d f = 0,95D for the foremost hold

(ii) d f = 0,85D for other holds

where  

D = distance, in metres, from the baseline to the freeboard deck at side at the section under consideration.

���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���@@@���ÀÀÀ���

d1

dfD

5128/01

h1



V

V = Volume of cargo

hf

Figure 2.3.2: Loading

3.3 Strength assessment

3.3.1 The shear strengths, Sf1, of floors adjacent to hoppers and, Sf2, of floors in way of openings in bays closest to the
hoppers, are as follows:�f1 = 0, 001 �f � p/ � 1 kN ����� − ��f2 = 0, 001 �f, h � p/ � 2 kN tonne− f

where  

Af = net sectional area, in mm2, of floor panel adjacent to hoppers

Af,h = net sectional area, in mm2, of floor panel in way of opening in the bay closest to hopper

η1 = 1,10

η2 = 1,20 generally

 = 1,10 where appropriate reinforcement is fitted in way of the opening

σ0 = specified minimum yield stress, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)
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where  

τp = permissible shear stress, to be taken equal to τ0, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

= � 0 = � 03 N/mm2.
3.3.2 The shear strengths Sg1, of girders adjacent to stools (or transverse bulkheads if no lower stools are fitted) and, Sg2, of
girders in way of the largest openings in bays closest to the lower stools (or transverse bulkheads if no lower stools are fitted), are
as follows:�g1 = 0, 001 �g � p/ � 1 kN ����� − ��g2 = 0, 001 �g, h � p/ � 2 kN tonne− f

where  

Ag = net sectional area, in mm2, of the girder adjacent to transverse bulkhead lower stools (or transverse bulkhead,
if no lower stools are fitted)

Ag,h = net sectional area, in mm2, of the girder in way of the largest openings in the bays closest to the lower stools
(or transverse bulkheads if no lower stools are fitted)

η1 = 1,10

η2 = 1,15 generally

 = 1,10 where appropriate reinforcement is fitted in way of the opening.

3.3.3 The permissible cargo hold loading, Wp, is given by:�p = � � c �/�c kN�p = � c �/�c tonne− f
where  

df, D = as defined in Ch 2, 3.2 Loading

g = gravitational constant, 9,81 m/sec2

h f = flooding head, in metres, as defined in Ch 2, 3.2 Loading

= ℎ1 = �� c� where � isin kN/m2
= ℎ1 = �� c where � isintonne− f/m2

n = number of floors between bulkhead lower stools or transverse bulkheads, if no lower stools are fitted

s = spacing, in metres, of double bottom longitudinals adjacent to hoppers

= �DB, e = ∑i = 1n �i �DB− �
= �DB, h = ∑i = 1n �i�DB, i

B DB,i = (BDB - s) for floors where shear strength is given by Sf1

 = BDB,h for floors where shear strength is given by Sf2

BDB = breadth of double bottom, in metres, between hoppers, see Figure 2.3.3 Double bottom breadth

BDB,h = distance, in metres, between openings, see Figure 2.3.3 Double bottom breadth
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where  

Ce = shear capacity of the double bottom, in kN (tonne-f), as defined in Ch 2, 3.1 Application and definitions,
considering for each floor, the shear strength Sf1 (see Ch 2, 3.3 Strength assessment) and for each girder, the
lesser of the shear strengths Sg1 and Sg2, (see Ch 2, 3.3 Strength assessment).

Ch = shear capacity of the double bottom, in kN (tonne-f), as defined in Ch 2, 3.1 Application and definitions,
considering for each floor, the lesser of the shear strengths Sf1 and Sf2 (see Ch 2, 3.3 Strength assessment)
and for each girder, the lesser of the shear strengths Sg1 and Sg2, (see Ch 2, 3.3 Strength assessment).

TF = df - 0,1D

Fc = 1,05 in general

 = 1,00 for steel mill products

Si = spacing of ith floor, in metres

V = volume, in m3, occupied by cargo at a level h1

X = the lesser of X1 and X2 for bulk cargoes and

X = X 1 for steel mill products

= where

= �1 = �+ � � �F− ℎf1 + �� c � − 1 where � isin kN/m2
= �1 = �+ � �F− ℎf1 + �� c � − 1 where � isintonne− f/m2

X2 = Y + ρ g(TF - hf μ) where Y is in kN/m2

(X 2 = Y + ρ (TF - hfμ) where Y is in tonne-f/m2)

Y = the lesser of Y1 and Y2 given by:

= �1 = �h�DB, h
= �2 = �e�DB, e

μ = permeability of cargo

 = 0,3 for ore, coal cargoes

 = 0,0 for steel mill products

ρ = density of sea water, 1,025 tonne/m3

ρc = cargo density, in tonne/m3 (bulk density for bulk cargoes and actual cargo density for steel mill products).
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Figure 2.3.3: Double bottom breadth

3.4 Retrospective action

3.4.1 Where the hold loading exceeds the calculated permissible value, W p, suitable strengthening and/or loading restrictions
will be required.

3.4.2 Where loading restrictions are imposed, the requirements of Ch 2, 2.4 Retrospective action will apply.

n Section 4 
Loading guidance information

4.1 Loading Instrument

4.1.1 All bulk carriers are to be provided with an approved Loading Instrument. For implementation date requirements, see Ch
2, 1.1 Application. Approval will be in accordance with Pt 1, Ch 2, 1.1 General of the Rules for Ships.

4.2 Loading Manual

4.2.1 Single side skin bulk carriers are to be provided with an approved Loading Manual containing typical loading sequences,
from commencement of cargo loading to full deadweight capacity for applicable alternate, homogeneous and part load conditions.
Typical discharging sequences for these conditions are also to be included. For implementation date requirements, see Ch 2, 1.1
Application.

4.2.2 Where loading restrictions are imposed to achieve compliance with Ch 2, 2 Re-assessment of vertically corrugated
transverse watertight bulkheads and Ch 2, 3 Re-assessment of double bottom structure, the Loading Manual is to be modified as
appropriate and submitted for approval.

n Section 5 
Re-assessment of side shell frames and brackets

5.1 Application

5.1.1 These requirements define steel renewal criteria or other measures to be taken for the webs and flanges of side shell
frames and brackets as in Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures. Reinforcing measures of side frames are also defined in Ch 2,
5.2 Renewal or other measures.

5.1.2 Where ships are reinforced to comply with an ice class notation the intermediate frames are not to be included when
considering compliance with this Section.
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5.1.3 If an ice class notation is requested to be withdrawn, the additional ice strengthening structure, with the exception of
tripping brackets, see Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures and Ch 2, 5.5 Reinforcing measures, is not considered to contribute
to compliance with this Section.

5.1.4 Finite element or other numerical analysis or direct calculation procedures cannot be used as an alternative to
compliance with the requirements of this Section, except in cases of unusual side structure arrangements or framing to which the
requirements of this Section cannot be directly applied. In such cases, the analysis criteria and the strength check criteria are to be
in accordance with LR’s Procedures.

5.1.5 For the purposes of this Section the term “as new”, when referring to coating condition, is defined as without
breakdown or rusting.

5.2 Renewal or other measures

5.2.1 The following symbols and definitions are applicable to this Section:

t M = thickness as measured, in mm

t REN = thickness at which renewal is required, in mm, see Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures

t REN,d/t = thickness criteria based on d/t ratio, in mm, see Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures

t REN,S = thickness criteria based on strength, in mm, see Ch 2, 6.2 Securing devices

t COAT = 0.75 t S12

t S12 = thickness, in mm, as required by Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening and Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening
of the Rules for Ships for frame webs and lower bracket webs respectively

t AB = as built thickness, in mm

t C = as defined in Table 2.5.1 t c values, in mm .

Table 2.5.1: t c values, in mm

Ship

length,

L, in m

Holds other than No. 1 Hold No. 1

Span and

upper

brackets

Lower

brackets

Span and

upper

brackets

Lower

brackets

≤100 2,0 2,5 2,0 3,0

150 2,0 3,0 3,0 3,5

≥200 2,0 3,0 3,0 4,0

Note For intermediate ship lengths, t C is obtained by linear interpolation between the above values.

5.2.2 The webs of side shell frames and brackets are to be renewed when the measured thickness, t M, is equal to or less
than the greatest of the values for t REN defined below:

(a) t COAT-t C
(b) 0,75tAB

(c) t REN,d/t applicable to zones A and B only, see Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames

(d) t REN,S, where required by Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures.

5.2.3 The thickness criteria based on d/t ratio is given by the following equation subject to the conditions given in Ch 2, 5.2
Renewal or other measures and Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures below:�REN, d/t = �w/�
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where  

R = or frames:

• 65k 0,5 for symmetrically flanged frames

• 55k 0,5 for asymmetrically flanged frames and for the lower brackets, see below

• 87k 0,5 for symmetrically flanged frames

• 73k 0,5 for asymmetrically flanged frames

k = 1,0 for ordinary hull structural steel and k<1 for higher tensile steel according to Pt 3, Ch 2, 1.1 General.

d w = web depth, in mm

In no instance is t REN,d/t for lower integral brackets to be taken as less than t REN,d/t for the frames they support.

(a) Lower brackets

Lower brackets are to be flanged or a face plate is to be fitted, see Ch 2, 5.3 Criteria for frames and brackets. In calculating
the web depth of the lower brackets, the following will apply:

• The web depth of lower bracket may be measured from the intersection of the sloped bulkhead of the hopper tank and the
side shell plate,perpendicularly to the face plate of the lower bracket, see Figure 2.5.1 Tripping brackets.

• Where stiffeners are fitted on the lower bracket plate, the web depth may be taken as the distance between the side shell
and the stiffener, between the stiffeners or between the outermost stiffener and the face plate of the brackets, whichever is
the greatest.

(b) Tripping bracket alternative

When t M is less than t REN,d/t at Section (b), see Figure 2.5.2 Sections (a) and (b), of the side frames, tripping brackets in
accordance with Ch 2, 5.5 Reinforcing measures may be fitted as an alternative to the requirements for the web depth to
thickness ratio of side frames, in which case t REN,d/t may be disregarded in the determination of t REN in accordance with Ch
2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures. The value of t M is to be based on Zone B, see Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames.

(c) Immediately abaft collision bulkhead

For the side frames, including the lower bracket, located immediately abaft the collision bulkhead, whose scantlings are
increased in order that their moment of inertia is such to avoid undesirable flexibility of the side shell, when their web as built
thickness t AB is greater than 1,65t REN,S the thickness t REN,d/t may be taken as the value t’ REN,d/t obtained from the following
equation:�′REN, d/t = �REN, d/t2 �REN, S3

where  

= t REN,S is obtained from Ch 2, 5.12 Shear strength check.
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Figure 2.5.1: Tripping brackets
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Figure 2.5.2: Sections (a) and (b)

5.2.4 Where t M in the lower part of the side frames, as defined in Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames, is equal to or less
than t COAT, t REN,S is to be determined in accordance with Ch 2, 5.12 Shear strength check.
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Figure 2.5.3: Lower part of side frames

5.2.5 Where steel renewal is required, the renewed webs are to be of a thickness not less than t AB,1,2t COAT or 1,2t REN,
whichever is the greatest.

5.2.6 When t REN< t M ≤t COAT, measures are to be taken, consisting of all the following:

(a) sandblasting, or equivalent, and coating, see Ch 2, 5.4 Thickness measurements, steel renewal, sand-blasting and coating;
and

(b) fitting tripping brackets, see Ch 2, 5.5 Reinforcing measures, when the above condition occurs for any of the side frame
Zones A, B, C and D, shown in Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames. Tripping brackets not connected to flanges are to
have soft toes, and the distance between the bracket toe and the frame flange is to be not greater than 50 mm, see Figure
2.5.4 Tripping brackets; and

(c) maintaining the coating in “as new” condition at Special and Intermediate Surveys.

The above measures may be waived if the structural members show no thickness diminution with respect to the “as built”
thickness and coating is in “as new” condition. When the measured frame webs thickness t M is such that t REN < t M ≤ t COAT and
the coating is in GOOD condition, sand blasting and coating as required in Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures above may be
waived even if not found in “as-new” condition, as defined above, provided that tripping brackets are fitted and the coating
damaged in way of the tripping bracket welding is repaired.
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> 200 mm

from knuckle,

see Note

Tripping brackets

NOTE

The knuckle is to be taken as 

the intersection of the projection

of the straight lines of the frame

~50 mm

Tripping bracket not

welded to frame flange

Figure 2.5.4: Tripping brackets

5.3 Criteria for frames and brackets

5.3.1 Where lower end brackets were not fitted with flanges, flanges are to be fitted so as to meet the bending strength
requirements of 5.13. The full width of the bracket flange is to extend up beyond the point at which the frame flange reaches full
width. Adequate back-up structure in the hopper is to be ensured, and the bracket is to be aligned with the back-up structure.

5.3.2 Where the length or depth of the lower bracket does not meet the requirements in Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening
of the Rules for Ships, a bending strength check in accordance with Ch 2, 5.13 Bending strength check is to be carried out and
renewals or reinforcements of frames and/or brackets effected as required therein. The bending check need not be carried out in
the case that the bracket geometry is modified so as to comply with the requirements of Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening.
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5.4 Thickness measurements, steel renewal, sand-blasting and coating

5.4.1 For the purpose of steel renewal, sand-blasting and coating, four Zones A, B, C and D are defined as shown in Figure
2.5.3 Lower part of side frames. When renewal is to be carried out, surface preparation and coating are required for the renewed
structures as given in Pt 4, Ch 7, 2.2 Protection of steelwork of the Rules for Ships. Representative thickness measurements are to
be taken for each zone and are to be assessed against the criteria in Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures. When Zone B is made
up of different plate thicknesses, the lesser thickness is to be used for the application of the requirements in this Section:

• In case of integral brackets, when the criteria in Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures are not satisfied for zone A or B, steel
renewal, sandblasting and coating, as applicable, are to be done for both zones A and B.

• In case of separate brackets, when the criteria in Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures are not satisfied for zone A or B, steel
renewal, sandblasting and coating are to be done for each one of these zones, as applicable.

• When steel renewal is required for zone C according to Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures it is to be done both zones B
and C. When sand-blasting and coating, is required for zone C according to Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures it is to be
done for zones B, C and D.

• When steel renewal is required for zone D according to Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures it needs only to be done for this
zone. When sand-blasting and coating, is required for zone D according to Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures, it is to be
done for both zones C and D.

Special consideration may be given to zones previously renewed or recoated, if found in “as new” condition. When adopted, on
the basis of the renewal thickness criteria in Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures, in general coating is to be applied in
compliance with the requirements of Pt 4, Ch 7, 2.2 Protection of steelwork of the Rules for Ships, as applicable. Where,
according to the requirements in Ch 2, 5.2 Renewal or other measures, a limited number of side frames and brackets are shown
to require coating over part of their length, the following criteria apply:

(a) The part to be coated includes:

• the web and the face plate of the side frames and brackets; and

• the hold surface of side shell, hopper tank and topside tank plating, as applicable, over a width not less than 100 mm from
the web of the side frame.

(b) Epoxy coating or equivalent is to be applied.

In all cases, all the surfaces to be coated are to be sand blasted prior to coating application.

5.4.2 When flanges of frames or brackets are to be renewed according to these requirements, the outstanding breadth to
thickness ratio is to comply with the requirements Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening of the Rules for Ships.

5.5 Reinforcing measures

5.5.1 Reinforcing measures constitute tripping brackets, located at the lower part and at the midspan of side frames, see 
Figure 2.5.4 Tripping brackets. Tripping brackets may be located at every two frames, but lower and midspan brackets are to be
fitted in line between alternate pairs of frames.

5.5.2 The thickness of the tripping brackets is to be not less than the as-built thickness of the side frame webs to which they
are connected.

5.5.3 Double continuous welding is to be adopted for the connections of tripping brackets to the side shell frames and shell
plating.

5.5.4 Where side frames and side shell are made of higher tensile steel, mild steel tripping brackets may be accepted,
provided the electrodes used for welding are those required for the higher tensile steel, and the thickness of the tripping brackets
is equal to the frame web thickness, regardless of the frame web material.

5.6 Weld threat thickness

5.6.1 In case of steel renewal the welded connections are to comply with Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening.

5.7 Pitting and grooving

5.7.1 If pitting intensity is higher than 15 per cent in area, see Figure 2.5.5 Pitting intensity diagrams (from 5 per cent to 25 per
cent intensity), then a thickness measurement is to be taken to check pitting corrosion.
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Figure 2.5.5: Pitting intensity diagrams (from 5 per cent to 25 per cent intensity)

5.7.2 The minimum acceptable remaining thickness in pits or grooves is equal to:

• 75 per cent of the as built thickness, for pitting or grooving in the frame and brackets, webs and flanges

• 70 per cent of the as built thickness, for pitting or grooving in the side shell, hopper tank and topside tank plating attached to
the side frame, over a width up to 30 mm from each side of it.

5.8 Renewal of all frames in one or more cargo holds

5.8.1 When all frames in one or more holds are required to be renewed by these requirements, compliance with the
requirements of Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening of the Rules for Ships may be accepted in lieu, provided that:

• It is applied to all the frames of the hold(s)

• The coating requirements for the side frames of ‘new ships’ are complied with

• The section modulus of side frames is calculated according to Pt 4, Ch 7, 6.2 Transverse stiffening of the Rules for Ships.

5.9 Strength check criteria

5.9.1 In general, loads are to be calculated and strength checks are to be carried out for the aft, middle and forward frames of
each hold. The scantlings required for frames in intermediate positions are to be obtained by linear interpolation between the
results obtained for the above frames.

5.9.2 When scantlings of side frames vary within a hold, the required scantlings are also to be calculated for the mid frame of
each group of frames having the same scantlings. The scantlings required for frames in intermediate positions are to be obtained
by linear interpolation between the results obtained for the calculated frames.
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5.10 Load Model

5.10.1 The following loading conditions are to be considered:

• Homogeneous heavy cargo (density greater than 1,78 t/m3);

• Homogeneous light cargo (density less than 1,78 t/m3);

• Non homogeneous heavy cargo, if allowed;

• Multi port loading/unloading conditions need not be considered.

5.10.2 The forces P fr,a and P fr,b, in kN, to be considered for the strength checks at sections (a) and (b) of side frames, see 
Figure 2.5.2 Sections (a) and (b); (in the case of separate lower brackets, section (b) is at the top of the lower bracket), are given
by: �fr, a = �S+��� �1,�2�fr, b = �fr, aℎ− 2ℎBℎ

where  

P S = still water force, in kN

= � ℎ ��,�+ ��, �2  when the upper end of the side frame span h (see Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames) is

below the load water line

= � ℎ′ ��, �2  when the upper end of the side frame span h (see Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames) is at or

above the load water line

P 1 = wave force, in kN, in head sea

= � ℎ �1,�+ �1, �2
P 2 = wave force, in kN, in beam sea

= � ℎ �2,�+ �2, �2
h, h B = side frame span and lower bracket length, in metres, defined in Figure 2.5.2 Sections (a) and (b) and Figure

2.5.3 Lower part of side frames, respectively

h' = distance between the lower end of side frame span h and the load water line, in metres

s = frame spacing, in metres

p S,U, p

S,L

= still water pressure, in kN/m2, at the upper and lower end of the side frame span h respectively, (see Figure
2.5.3 Lower part of side frames)

p 1,U, p

1,L

= wave pressure, in kN/m2, as defined in Ch 2, 5.10 Load Model below for the upper and lower end of the side
frame span h, respectively

p 2,U, p

2,L

= wave pressure, in kN/m2, as defined in Ch 2, 5.10 Load Model below for the upper and lower end of the side
frame span h, respectively

5.10.3 The wave pressures, p 1 and p 2 are as defined below:

(a) Wave pressure p 1

• The wave pressure p 1, in kN/m2, at and below the waterline is given by:�1 = 1, 50 �11+ 135 �2 �+ 75 − 1, 2 � − ��11 = 3�s �+ �f
• The wave pressure p 1, in kN/m2, above the water line is given by:
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�1 = �1wl− 7, 50 � − �
(b) Wave pressure p 2

• The wave pressure p 2, in kN/m2, at and below the waterline is given by:

�2 = 13, 0 0, 5� 50�r2 �+ 75 + �b0, 5�+ �f14 0, 7 + 2 ��
• The wave pressure p 2, in kN/m2, above the water line is given by:�2 = �2wl− 5, 0 � − �

Where  

p 1wl = p 1 wave sea pressure at the waterline

p 2wl = p 2 wave sea pressure at the waterline

L = Rule length, as defined in Pt 3, Ch 1, 6.1 Principal particulars of the Rules for Ships

B = greatest moulded breadth, in metres

C b = block coefficient, as defined in Pt 3, Ch 1, 6.1 Principal particulars, of the Rules for Ships but not to be taken
less than 0,6

T = Draught, in metres as defined in Pt 3, Ch 1, 6.1 Principal particulars of the Rules for Ships

C = coefficient

= 10, 75− 300− �100 1, 5 for 90 ≤ L ≤ 300 m
= 10,75 for 300m < L

C r = 1, 25− 0, 025 2�r�� �
k = 1,2 for ships without bilge keel

= 1,0 for ships with bilge keel

k r = roll radius of gyration

k r = 0,39B for ships with even distribution of mass in transverse section (e.g. alternate heavy cargo loading or
homogeneous light cargo loading)

= 0,25B for ships with uneven distribution of mass in transverse section (e.g. homogeneous heavy cargo
distribution)

GM = 0,12B if the actual value of GM is not available

z = vertical distance, in m, from the baseline to the load point

k s = �b+ 0, 83�b �����������
= C b between 0,2L and 0,6L from aft end of L

= �b+ 1, 33�b ���������������
Between the above specified points, k s is to be interpolated linearly

k f = 0,8C

5.11 Allowable stress

5.11.1 The allowable normal and shear stresses σa and τa, in N/mm2, in the side shell frames and brackets are given by:
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� a = 0, 90 � F� a = 0, 40 � F
where  

= σF is the minimum upper yield stress, in N/mm2, of the material.

5.12 Shear strength check

5.12.1 Where tM in the lower part of side frames, as defined in Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames, is equal to or less than
tCOAT, a shear strength check is to be carried out in accordance with Ch 2, 5.12 Shear strength check.

5.12.2 The thickness tREN,S, in mm, is the greater of the thicknesses tREN,Sa and tREN,Sb obtained from the shear strength check
at sections (a) and (b) (see Ch 2, 5.10 Load Model and Figure 2.5.2 Sections (a) and (b)). They are given by the following, but need
not be taken in excess of 0,75tS12:

• at section (a):

�REN, Sa = 1000�S �fr, a�a sin � � a
• at section (b):

�REN, Sb = 1000�S �fr, b�b sin � � a
where  

kS = shear force distribution factor, to be taken equal to 0,6

Pfr,a, Pfr,b = pressure forces defined in Ch 2, 5.8 Renewal of all frames in one or more cargo holds

da, db = bracket and frame web depth, in mm, at sections (a) and (b), respectively (see Figure 2.5.2 Sections (a) and
(b)); in case of separate (non integral) brackets, db is to be taken as the minimum web depth deducting
possible scallops

φ = angle between frame web and shell plate

τa = allowable shear stress, in N/mm2, defined in Ch 2, 5.10 Load Model.

5.13 Bending strength check

5.13.1 Where the lower bracket length or depth does not meet the requirements in Pt 4, Ch 7, 6 Shell envelope framing of the
Rules for Ships, the actual section modulus, in cm3, of the brackets and side frames at sections (a) and (b) is to be not less than:

at section (a):

�a = 1000�fr, a ℎ�a � a
at section (b)

�b = 1000�fr, a ℎ�b � a
where  

Pfr,a = pressures force defined in Ch 2, 5.11 Allowable stress

h = side frame span, in m, defined in Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side frames

σa = allowable normal stress, in N/mm2, defined in Ch 2, 5.11 Allowable stress

ma, mb = bending moment coefficients defined in Table 2.5.2 Bending moment coefficients ma and mb.
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Table 2.5.2: Bending moment coefficients m a and m b

m a
m b

h B ≤ 0,08h h B = 0,1h h B≥ 0,125h

Empty holds of ships approved to operate in non

homogeneous loading conditions

10 17 19 22

Other cases 12 20 22 26

Note 1. Non homogeneous loading condition means a loading condition in which the ratio between the highest and the lowest filling ratio,

evaluated for each hold, exceeds 1,20 corrected for different cargo densities.

Note 2. For intermediate values of the bracket length hB, the coefficient mb is obtained by linear interpolation between the table values.

5.13.2 The actual section modulus of the brackets and side frames is to be calculated about an axis parallel to the attached
plate, based on the measured thicknesses. For pre-calculations, alternative thickness values may be used, provided they are not
less than:

• tREN, for the web thickness

• the minimum thickness allowed by the renewal criteria for flange and attached plating.

The attached plate breadth is equal to the frame spacing, measured along the shell at midspan of h.

5.13.3 If the actual section moduli at sections (a) and (b) are less than the values Za and Zb, the frames and brackets are to be
renewed or reinforced in order to obtain actual section moduli not less than 1,2Za and 1,2Zb, respectively. In such a case, renewal
or reinforcements of the flanges is to be extended over the lower part of side frames, as defined in Figure 2.5.3 Lower part of side
frames.

n Section 6 
Cargo hatch cover securing arrangements

6.1 Materials and welding

6.1.1 Where stoppers or securing devices are fitted to comply with this section, they are to be manufactured of materials,
including welding electrodes, in accordance with Part 2 of the Rules for Ships.

6.2 Securing devices

6.2.1 Panel hatch covers are to be secured by appropriate devices (bolts, wedges or similar) suitably spaced along the
coamings and between cover elements. Arrangement and spacing are to be determined with due attention to the effectiveness for
weather-tightness, depending upon the type and the size of the hatch cover, as well as on the stiffness of the cover edges
between the securing devices.

6.2.2 The net sectional area of each securing device is not to be less than:� = 1, 4a/f cm2
Where  

a = spacing between securing devices, not to be taken less than 2 m

f = (σY/235)e

σY = specified minimum upper yield stress in N/mm2 of the steel used for fabrication, not to be taken greater than
70 per cent of the ultimate tensile strength

e = 0,75 for σY > 235

= 1,0 for σY ≤ 235

Rods or bolts are to have a net diameter not less than 19 mm for hatchways exceeding 5 m2 in area.
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6.2.3 Between cover and coaming and at cross-joints, a packing line pressure sufficient to obtain weather tightness is to be
maintained by the securing devices. For packing line pressures exceeding 5 N/mm, the cross section area is to be increased in
direct proportion. The packing line pressure is to be specified.

6.2.4 The cover edge stiffness is to be sufficient to maintain adequate sealing pressure between securing devices. The
moment of inertia, I, of edge elements is not to be less than:� = 6� �4 cm4

Where  

p = packing line pressure in N/mm, minimum 5 N/mm

a = spacing in m of securing devices.

6.2.5 Securing devices are to be of reliable construction and securely attached to the hatchway coamings, decks or covers.
Individual securing devices on each cover are to have approximately the same stiffness characteristics.

6.2.6 Where rod cleats are fitted, resilient washers or cushions are to be incorporated.

6.2.7 Where hydraulic cleating is adopted, a positive means is to be provided to ensure that it remains mechanically locked in
the closed position in the event of failure of the hydraulic system.

6.3 Stoppers

6.3.1 Nos. 1 and 2 hatch covers are to be effectively secured, by means of stoppers, against the transverse forces arising
from a pressure of 175 kN/m2.

6.3.2 No. 1 hatch cover is to be effectively secured, by means of stoppers, against the longitudinal forces acting on the
forward end arising from a pressure of 230 kN/m2. This pressure may be reduced to 175 kN/m2 if a forecastle is fitted.

6.3.3 No. 2 hatch covers are to be effectively secured, by means of stoppers, against the longitudinal forces acting on the
forward end arising from a pressure of 175 kN/m2.

6.3.4 The equivalent stress in stoppers and their supporting structures, and calculated in the throat of the stopper welds, is
not to exceed the allowable value of 0,8σY.
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Section
1   General

2   Loading guidance information

n Section 1 
General

1.1 Application

1.1.1 The renewal criteria given in Ch 2, 5 Re-assessment of side shell frames and brackets are to be applied to the side shell
frames and brackets of cargo holds bounded by the single side shell of ore carriers and ore or oil carriers of single side skin
construction. In the case a vessel as defined here does not satisfy the definition in one or more holds, the requirements do not
apply to those individual holds. Reinforcement or coating, where required in accordance with Ch 2, 5 Re-assessment of side shell
frames and brackets is to be carried out in accordance with the following schedule and at subsequent intermediate and special
surveys.

(a) For ships which will be 15 years of age or more on 1 July 2005 by the due date of the first intermediate or special survey after
that date;

(b) For ships which will be 10 years of age or more on 1 July 2005 by the due date of the first special survey after that date;

(c) For ships which will be less than 10 years of age on 1 July 2005 by the date on which the ship reaches 10 years of age.

Completion prior to 1 July 2005 of an intermediate or special survey with a due date after 1 July 2005 cannot be used to postpone
compliance. However, completion prior to 1 July 2005 of an Intermediate Survey, the window for which straddles 1 July 2005, can
be accepted.

1.1.2 The requirements given in Ch 3, 2.1 Loading Instrument for the supply of Loading Instruments to ore carriers and ore or
oil carriers of length, L, greater than or equal to 150 m, which were contracted for construction before 1 July 1998, are to be
complied with by 1 January 1999 or the date of entry of the ship into service, whichever is later.

1.1.3 The requirements given in Ch 3, 2.2 Loading Manual for the supply of Loading Manuals to ore carriers and ore or oil
carriers of length, L, greater than or equal to 150 m, where one or more cargo holds are bounded by the side shell only, which
were contracted for construction before 1 July 1998, are to be complied with by 1 July 1999 or the date of entry of the ship into
service, whichever is later.

n Section 2 
Loading guidance information

2.1 Loading Instrument

2.1.1 All ore carriers and ore or oil carriers are to be provided with an approved Loading Instrument. For implementation date
requirements, see Ch 3, 1.1 Application. Approval will be in accordance with Pt 1, Ch 2, 1.1 General of the Rules for Ships.

2.2 Loading Manual

2.2.1 Single side skin ore carriers and ore or oil carriers are to be provided with an approved Loading Manual containing
typical loading sequences, from commencement of cargo loading to full deadweight capacity for applicable alternate,
homogeneous and part load conditions. Typical discharging sequences for these conditions are also to be included. For
implementation date requirements, see Ch 3, 1.1 Application.
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Section
1   Bulkheads

n Section 1 
Bulkheads

1.1 General

1.1.1 The requirements of Ch 1,9 are to be applied, together with the requirements of this Section.

1.1.2 Where vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads are fitted, the scantlings and arrangements are also to
satisfy the requirements of Ch 4, 1.4 Corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions Other transverse
watertight bulkhead types will be specially considered.

1.1.3 In way of ballast holds, the scantlings are to satisfy the requirements of Table 1.9.1 in Chapter 1 for deep tanks with the
load head, h 4, in metres, taken to the deck at centre. This includes the scantlings of vertically corrugated and double plate
transverse bulkheads supported by stools. In addition, the thickness of corrugations is to be not less than given by Ch 4, 1.5
Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment for watertight corrugated bulkheads. Alternatively, the
scantlings may be based on direct calculations which are to be submitted.

1.1.4 All bulk carriers to be classed ‘100A1 Bulk carrier, strengthened for heavy cargoes, any hold may be empty, ESP’ are to
be arranged with top and bottom stools. The requirements of Ch 4, 1.2 Bulkheads supported by stools are to be complied with as
appropriate.

1.2 Bulkheads supported by stools

1.2.1 The stools are to be reinforced with plate diaphragms or deep webs, and in bottom stools the diaphragms are to be
aligned with double bottom side girders. Continuity is also to be maintained between the diaphragms and the bulkhead
corrugations for 90° corrugations.

1.2.2 The sloping plate of bottom stools is to be aligned with double bottom floors. Particular attention is to be given to the
through thickness properties of the inner bottom plating and continuity at the connection to the inner bottom, and to the through
thickness properties of the bottom stool shelf plate. (See Pt 2, Ch 3,8 regarding requirements for plates with specified through
thickness properties).

1.2.3 An efficient system of reinforcement is to be arranged in line with the hold transverse bulkheads or bulkhead stools at
the intersection with the sloped plating of the hopper and topside tanks. The reinforcement fitted in the tanks is to consist of
girders or intercostal bulb plate or equivalent stiffeners fitted between, and connected to, the sloped bulkhead longitudinals.

1.2.4 The shelf plates of the bulkhead stools are to be arranged to align with the longitudinals in the hopper and topside
tanks. Where sloping shelf plates are fitted to stools, suitable scarfing is to be arranged in way of the connections of the stools to
the adjoining structures.

1.3 Structural details in way of holds confined to dry cargoes

1.3.1 In dry cargo holds where transverse bulkheads are arranged without bottom stools, the stiffeners and brackets of plane
bulkheads, and rectangular corrugations of corrugated bulkheads, are to be aligned with floors and inner bottom longitudinals. In
the case of non-rectangular corrugations, the flanges are to be aligned with floors, but consideration will be given to the fitting of a
substantial transverse girder in place of one of the floors.

1.3.2 Where transverse corrugated bulkheads are arranged without top stools, transverse beams are to be arranged under
the deck in way.

1.4 Corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions

1.4.1 Where corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads are fitted, the scantlings are to be determined in accordance with the
following requirements. In no case are the scantlings to be taken less than given by Ch 1,9.

1.4.2 For ships of length, L, 190 m or above, the vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads are to be fitted with a bottom
stool and, generally, with a top stool below the deck. The requirements of Ch 4, 1.6 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads –
support structure at ends are to be complied with as appropriate.
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1.4.3 The loads to be considered as acting on the bulkheads are those given by the combination of cargo loads with those
induced by the flooding of one hold adjacent to the bulkhead under consideration. The most severe combinations of cargo
induced loads and flooding loads are to be used for the determination of the scantlings of each bulkhead, depending on the
specified design loading conditions:

(a) homogeneous loading conditions,

(b) non-homogeneous loading conditions,

(c) packed cargo conditions (such as steel mill products).

The individual flooding of loaded and empty holds is to be considered.

1.4.4 Unless the ship is designed to carry only iron ore or a cargo of a similar density, such that a hold will only be partially
filled in non-homogeneous conditions, the maximum mass of cargo which may be carried in the hold is to be taken as filling that
hold to the upper deck level at side. A permeability of 0,3 and angle of repose of 35° is to be assumed for this application.

1.4.5 An homogeneous load condition is defined as one where the ratio between the highest and the lowest filling levels, d1,
in adjacent holds (see Figure 4.1.1 Corrugated transverse watertight bulkdeads - Heights and Heads) does not exceed 1,20. For
this purpose, where a loading condition includes cargoes of different densities, equivalent filling levels are to be calculated for all
holds on the basis of a single reference value of cargo density, which can be the minimum to be carried.
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Figure 4.1.1: Corrugated transverse watertight bulkdeads - Heights and Heads

1.4.6 The permeability, μ, of cargo may be taken as:

0,5 for light cargoes (bulk cargo density and angle of repose for grain may generally be taken as 0,8 tonne/m3 and 20°).

0,3 for ore and coal cargoes (bulk cargo density and angle of repose for iron ore may generally be taken as 3,0 tonne/m3 and 35°).

0,3 for cement (bulk cargo density and angle of repose for cement may generally be taken as 1,3 tonne/m3 and 25°).

1.4.7 The flooding head, hf, is defined as the distance, in metres, measured vertically with the ship in the upright position, from
the location under consideration to a level located at a distance, d f, in metres, from the baseline equal to:

(a) In general:

(i) Bulkheads bounding No. 1 hold df = D

(ii) Other bulkheads df = 0,90D

(b) For ships less than 50 000 tonnes deadweight with Type B freeboard:

(i) Bulkheads bounding No. 1 hold df = 0,95D

(ii) Other bulkheads df = 0,85D

where

D = distance, in metres, from the baseline to the freeboard deck at side at the section under consideration. See 
Figure 4.1.1 Corrugated transverse watertight bulkdeads - Heights and Heads.
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1.4.8 In considering a flooded hold, the total load is to be taken as that of the cargo and flood water at the appropriate
permeability. Where there is empty volume above the top of the cargo, this is to be taken as flooded to the level of the flooding
head.

1.4.9 Corrugations may be constructed of flanged plates or fabricated from separate flange and web plates, which may be of
different thicknesses. The corrugation angle is to be not less than 55°. See Figure 4.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction.

CL

lc lc

b

c

tw

tf

s1

s  =  max (b; c)
n  =  neutral axis of the corrugations

4535/01 

n

n

φ ≥ 55˚

Figure 4.1.2: Corrugated Bulkhead Construction

1.4.10 The term net plate thickness is used to describe the calculated minimum thickness of plating of the web, tw, or flange, tf.
The required plate thickness to be fitted, treq, is the net thickness plus a corrosion addition, tc. The corrosion addition is generally
to be taken as 20 per cent of the net thickness, but not less than 2,5 mm and need not exceed 4,0 mm. For the foremost and
aftermost bulkheads of the cargo hold region, the corrosion addition is to be taken as 15 per cent, but not less than 1,5 mm and
need not exceed 3,0 mm.

1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment

1.5.1 The design pressure on the bulkhead is to be calculated in accordance with Table Table 4.1.1 Bulkhead pressure

1.5.2 The bending moment in the bulkhead corrugations is given by:

where

M = �c2�1�R�  kNm (tonne-f m)
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where

Ic = maximum span of the corrugation at centreline, in metres, to be taken from the internal ends of the stools in
way of the neutral axis of the corrugations or, where no stools are fitted, from inner bottom to deck, (see 
Figure 4.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction). For the definition of Ic, the lower end of the upper stool is
not to be taken more than a distance from the deck at the centreline equal to:

 = 3 times the depth of the corrugation, in general, or

 = 2 times the depth of the corrugation, for rectangular stools

S 1 = spacing of corrugations, in metres, see Figure 4.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction

p R = resultant pressure, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2), given in Table 4.1.1 Bulkhead pressure, calculated at the
corrugation midspan

m = bending moment coefficient as given in Table 4.1.2 Bending moment coefficient.

Table 4.1.1: Bulkhead pressure

Item Pressure

(1) In non flooded bulk cargoe loaded holds
p c = 9,81ρc h 1 tan2β kN/m2

(p c = ρc h 1 tan2β tonne-f/m2)

(2) In flodded bulk cargo loaded holds, when df ≥ d1

a) For positions between d1 and df from the baseline
pcf = 9,81ρ hf kN/m2

(pcf = ρ h f tonne-f/m2)

b) For positions at a distance lower than d1 from the baseline
pcf = 9,81(ρh f + [ρc – ρ (1 – μ)] h1tan2β) kN/m2

(pcf = (ρh f + [ρc – ρ (1 – μ)] h1tan2β) tonne-f/m2)

(3) In flodded bulk cargo loaded holds, when df < d1

a) For positions between d1 and df from the baseline
pcf = 9,81ρch1tan2β kN/m2

(p cf = ρc h1tan2β tonne-f/m2)

b) For positions at a distance lower than df from the baseline
pcf = 9,81(ρh f + [ρch1 – ρ(1 – μ)]h ftan2β) kN/m2

(p cf = (ρhf + [ρch1 – ρ (1 – μ)]hftan2β) tonne-f/m2)

(4) In flodded packed cargo loaded holds and empty holds
pf = 9,81ρhf kN/m2

(p f = ρh f tonne-f/m2)

Conditions Resultant pressure

(1) Homogeneous loading conditions
pR = pcf– p c kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

(2) Non-homogeneous loading conditions for flooded hold partially

filled with cargo or empty

The greater of:

(i)
pR = pcf kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)
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(ii)
pR = pf– pc kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

(3) Non-homogeneous loading conditions for flooded hold filled with

cargo up to the deck level
pR = pcf kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

(4) Packed cargo conditions
pR = pf kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

Symbols

pc, pcf, pf = pressure on the bulkhead at the point under consideration, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

pR = resultant pressure on the bulkhead at the point under consideration, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

ρc = bulk cargo density, in tonne-f/m3

ρ = 1,025 tonne/m3, sea-water density

β = 45° – (φ/2)

φ = angle of repose of the cargo, in degrees

μ = permeability of cargo, see Ch 4, 1.4 Corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions

h1 = vertical distance, in metre, from the calculation point of the horizontal plane corresponding to the volume of the cargo (see 

Figure 4.1.1 Corrugated transverse watertight bulkdeads - Heights and Heads), at a distance, d 1, in metres, from baseline

h f = flooding head, in metres, see Ch 4, 1.4 Corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions

Note For the foremost and aftermost bulkheads of the cargo hold region, the resultant pressure is to be calculated assuming that no pressure

acts from outside the cargo area.

Table 4.1.2: Bending moment coefficient

Loading conditions
Bending moment of coefficient, m

Lower part (see Note) Remaining Part

Homogenous 11 14

Non-homogenous (flooded hold filled with cargo up to

deck level)
9 9

Non-homogenous (flooded hold partially filled with

cargo or empty)
8 13

Note Lower part means the part extending above the lower end of the corrugation to a level:

Note 0,2l c for ships which are designed to operate at sea with non-homogenous loading conditions.

Note 0,15l c for ships which are designed to operate at sea with homogenous loading conditions only.

1.5.3 The applied bending stresses, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2), are to be determined by dividing the bending moments derived from 
Ch 4, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment by the section modulus of the corrugation.
Alternatively, assessment by direct calculation in accordance with Section 11 is permitted. The resulting stresses are not to exceed
the values given in Table 4.1.3 Permissible stresses except as indicated in Ch 4, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads –
scantling assessment
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Table 4.1.3: Permissible stresses

Failure Mode
Permissible stress in

N/mm2(kgf/mm2)

Bending σp = 0.09σo

Shear τp = 0,50σo

Compressive buckling

σcr = σo 1− � �� b�f 2
Shear buckling

τcr = � � 1− � �4 � �
Symbols

t w = web plate net thickness, in mm

t f = flange plate net thickness, in mm

b = width of the corrugation flange, in meters (see Figure 4.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead

Construction)

c = width of the corrugation web, in meters (see Figure 4.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead

Construction)

k = 2, 42 1 + �w��
τE = 5, 706� ��1000� 2
E = modulus of elasticity

= 206000 N/mm2 (21000 kgf/mm2)

σo = specified minimum yield stress, N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

τo = � �3
1.5.4 The shear force in the bulkhead corrugation is given by:

Q = k s l c s 1 p R kN (tonne-f)

where  

k s = shear force coefficient, taken as

= 0,8 at the lower part (see Table 4.1.2 Bending moment coefficient)

= 0,3 for the remaining part

Other symbols are defined in Ch 4, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment.
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1.5.5 The applied shear stresses, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2), are to be determined by dividing the shear forces derived from Ch 4,
1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment by the shear area of the corrugation. Alternatively,
assessment by direct calculation in accordance with Section 11 is permitted. The resulting stresses are not to exceed the values
given in Table 4.1.3 Permissible stresses.

1.5.6 Buckling checks are to be performed for the corrugation flanges in all areas of high in-plane compressive stress and also
for the web plates at the corrugation ends. For the purpose of compressive buckling checks at the lower end of the corrugation,
the bending moment may be taken as 85 per cent of the value calculated in accordance with Ch 4, 1.5 Vertically corrugated
transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment for the lower part (see Table 4.1.2 Bending moment coefficient). The procedure to be
used when stresses are determined by direct calculation is given in Section 11.

1.5.7 The section modulus of the corrugations is to be calculated at each position where stresses are to be checked, using
the net plate thickness and actual flange width, b, and taking the following into consideration:

(a) If corrugation webs are not supported by local brackets below the shelf plate (or below the inner bottom), the section
modulus at the bottom of the corrugation span is to be calculated using the corrugation flanges only. The webs may,
however, be included when calculating the section modulus for the buckling check.

(b) When calculating the section modulus of the corrugations at the lower end, the net area of flange plates may be increased by
25 per cent provided effective shedder plates are fitted (see Figure 4.1.3 Symmetric shedder plates,Figure 4.1.4 Asymmetric
shedder plates) and Figure 4.1.7 Shedder gusset plates with sloped shelf plate which:

(i) are not knuckled; and

(ii) are welded to the corrugations and the top of the lower stool by full penetration welds; and

(iii) have a minimum slope of 45° with the lower edge fitted in line with the stool side plating; and

(iv) have thickness and material properties at least equal to those for the flanges.

However, no such increase is permitted when carrying out the buckling check.

(a) When calculating the section modulus of the corrugations at the lower end, the net area of the flange plates may be
increased by 35 per cent provided effective gusset plates are fitted (see Figure 4.1.6 Asymmetric gusset/shedder plates, 
Figure 4.1.6 Asymmetric gusset/shedder plates and Figure 4.1.7 Shedder gusset plates with sloped shelf plate) which:

(i) are in combination with shedder plates which have thickness, material properties and welded connections in
accordance with the requirements in (b); and

(ii) have a height not less than half the flange width; and

(iii) are fitted in line with the stool side plating; and

(iv) are welded to the corrugations to the top of the lower stool and the shedder plates by full penetration welds; and

(v) have thickness and material properties at least equal to those provided for the flanges.

For the buckling check, an increase of 35 per cent in section modulus is permitted for guessets with asymmetic shedder plates
(see Figure 4.1.6 Asymmetric gusset/shedder plates and Figure 4.1.7 Shedder gusset plates with sloped shelf plate) and 25 per
cent in section modulus is permitted for gussets with symmetric shedder plates (see Figure 4.1.5 Symmetric gusset/shedder
plates and Figure 4.1.7 Shedder gusset plates with sloped shelf plate).
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Shedder plate

Lower stool

5291/04a

Figure 4.1.3: Symmetric shedder plates
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Figure 4.1.4: Asymmetric shedder plates
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Figure 4.1.5: Symmetric gusset/shedder plates
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Figure 4.1.6: Asymmetric gusset/shedder plates
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Shedder plate

Lower stool

Gusset
plate

Lower stool

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1.7: Shedder gusset plates with sloped shelf plate

1.5.8 For the derivation of the shear area the following are to be taken into consideration:

(a) the net plate thickness is to be used,

(b) the effective shear area is to take account or non perpendicularity between the corrugation webs and flanges. In general, this
may be achieved by multiplying the web sectional area by (sinΦ), where Φ is the angle between the web and the flange (see 
Figure 4.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction).

1.5.9 Where the compressive buckling check given in Table 4.1.3 Permissible stresses is not satisfied, the scantlings will be
acceptable if the applied stress, calculated using the effective modulus, does not exceed σp as given in Table 4.1.3 Permissible
stresses. The width of the compression flange, in metres, to be used for calculating the effective modulus is:

bef = Ceb

where

Ce = 2, 25� − 1, 25� 2  for β > 1,25

Ce = 1,0 for β ≤ 1,25
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β = 103 ��f � 0�
Other symbols are defined in Table 4.1.3 Permissible stresses.

1.5.10 The corrugation flange and web local net plate thickness are not to be less than:

tnet = 17, 38� �R� �  mm

where  

s = plate width, in metres, to be taken equal to the width of the corrugation flange or web, whichever is the
greater (see Figure 4.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction)

pR = resultant pressure, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2), as defined in Table 4.1.1 Bulkhead pressure, at the lower edge of
each strake of plating. In all cases, the net thickness of the lowest strake is to be determined using the
resultant pressure at the top of the lower stool, or at the inner bottom, if no lower stool is fitted

σ0 = specified minimum yield stress, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

1.5.11 For built-up corrugated bulkheads, where the thicknesses of the flange and of the web are different, the net thickness of
the wider plating is to be not less than twp, in mm, given by:

t wp = 605�2�R − ��2  mm

where  

ta = the net thickness, in mm, of the adjacent web or flange plating, calculated according to the formula given in
10.5.10.

Other symbol are as defined in Ch 4, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment.

1.5.12 The required thickness of plating is the net thickness plus the standard allowance for corrosion. See Ch 4, 1.4
Corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions.

1.5.13 The required scantlings of corrugations at the lower end are to be maintained for a distance from the inner bottom, or,
where the stools are fitted, the top of the lower stool, to a point not less than:

= 0,20lc for ships which are designed to operate at sea with non-homogeneous loading conditions.

= 0,15lc for ships which are designed to operate at sea with homogeneous loading conditions only.

l c is as defined in Ch 4, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – scantling assessment.

1.6 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – support structure at ends

1.6.1 The requirements of Ch 4, 1.2 Bulkheads supported by stools are to be complied with as applicable, together with the
following.

1.6.2  Lower stool:

(a) The height of the lower stool is generally to be not less than three times the depth of the corrugations.

(b) The thickness and steel grade of the stool shelf plate are to be not less than those required for the bulkhead plating above.

(c) The thickness and steel grade of the upper portion of vertical or sloping stool side plating, within the depth equal to the
corrugation flange width from the stool top, are to be not less than the flange plate thickness and steel grade needed to meet
the bulkhead requirements at the lower end of the corrugation.

(d) The thickness of the stool side plating and the section modulus of the stool side stiffeners are to be not less than those
required for a plane transverse bulkhead and stiffeners with the corresponding ballast or cargo, flooded pressure.

(e) The ends of stool side vertical stiffeners are to be attached to brackets at the upper and lower ends of the stool.
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(f) The width of the shelf plate is to be not less than the depth of the corrugation plus three times the thickness of the flange
plate.

(g) The stool bottom is to have a width not less than 2,5 times the width of the shelf plate.

(h) Scallops in the brackets and diaphragms in way of the top and bottom connections to the shelf plate and the double bottom
floors or girders are to be avoided.

(i) Where corrugations are cut at the bottom stool, corrugations and stool side plating are to be connected to the stool shelf
plate by full penetration welds.

1.6.3  Upper stool:

(a) The upper stool, where fitted, is to have a height generally between two and three times the depth of corrugations.

(b) Rectangular stools are to have a height generally equal to twice the depth of corrugations, measured from the deck level and
at hatch side girder.

(c) The upper stool is to be properly supported by girders or deep brackets between the adjacent hatch-end beams.

(d) The width of the shelf plate is generally to be the same as that of the lower stool shelf plate.

(e) The upper end of a non-rectangular stool is to have a width not less than twice the depth of corrugations.

(f) The thickness and steel grade of the shelf plate are to be the same as those of the bulkhead plating below.

(g) The thickness of the lower portion of stool side plating is to be not less than 80 per cent of that required for the upper part of
the bulkhead plating and is to be of the same steel grade as that of the corrugated bulkhead plating.

(h) The thickness of the stool side plating and the section modulus of the stool side stiffeners are to be not less than those
required for plane transverse bulkheads and stiffeners with the corresponding ballast and cargo, flooded pressure.

(i) Where vertical stiffening is fitted, the ends of stool side stiffeners are to be attached to brackets at the upper and lower end of
the stool.

(j) Diaphragms are to be fitted inside the stool, in line with, and effectively attached to, longitudinal deck girders extending to the
hatch end coaming girders for effective support of the corrugated bulkhead.

(k) Scallops in the brackets and diaphragms in way of the connection to the stool shelf plate are to be avoided.

1.6.4 If no bottom stool is fitted, corrugations and floors are to be connected to the inner bottom plating by full penetration
welds. The thickness and steel grades of the supporting floors are to be at least equal to those provided for the corrugation
flanges. The cut-outs for connections of the inner bottom longitudinals to double bottom floors are to be closed by collar plates.
The supporting floors are to be connected to each other by suitably designed shear plates. Stool side plating is to align with the
corrugation flanges. Stool side vertical stiffeners and their brackets in the lower stool are to align with the inner bottom
longitudinals to provide appropriate load transmission between these stiffening members. The lower stool side plating is not to be
knuckled.

1.6.5 The design of local details is to take into account the transfer of the bulkhead forces and moments to the boundary
structures and particularly to the double bottom and cross-deck structures.
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Section
1   Bulkhead

n Section 1 
Bulkhead

1.1 General

1.1.1 The requirements of Ch 1,9 are to be applied, together with the requirements of this Section.

1.1.2 Where vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads are fitted, the scantlings and arrangements are also to
satisfy the requirements of Ch 5, 1.4 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions. Other
transverse watertight bulkhead types will be specially considered.

1.1.3 In way of ballast holds, the scantlings are to satisfy the requirements of Table 1.9.1 in Chapter 1 for deep tanks with the
load head, h 4, in metres, taken to the deck at centre. This includes the scantlings of vertically corrugated and double plate
transverse bulkheads supported by stools. In addition, the thickness of corrugations is to be not less than given by Ch 5, 1.5
Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – scantling assessment for watertight corrugated bulkheads. Alternatively,
the scantlings may be based on direct calculations which are to be submitted.

1.1.4 All bulk carriers to be classed 100A1 Bulk Carrier, strengthened for heavy cargoes, any hold may be empty, ESP
are to be arranged with top and bottom stools. The requirements of Ch 5, 1.2 Bulkheads supported by stools are to be complied
with as appropriate.

1.2 Bulkheads supported by stools

1.2.1 The stools are to be reinforced with plate diaphragms or deep webs, and in bottom stools the diaphragms are to be
aligned with double bottom side girders. Continuity is also to be maintained between the diaphragms and the bulkhead
corrugations for 90° corrugations.

1.2.2 The sloping plate of bottom stools is to be aligned with double bottom floors. Particular attention is to be given to the
through thickness properties of the inner bottom plating and continuity at the connection to the inner bottom, and to the through
thickness properties of the bottom stool shelf plate. (See Pt 2, Ch 3,8 regarding requirements for plates with specified through
thickness properties).

1.2.3 An efficient system of reinforcement is to be arranged in line with the hold transverse bulkheads or bulkhead stools at
the intersection with the sloped plating of the hopper and topside tanks. The reinforcement fitted in the tanks is to consist of
girders or intercostal bulb plate or equivalent stiffeners fitted between, and connected to, the sloped bulkhead longitudinals.

1.2.4 The shelf plates of the bulkhead stools are to be arranged to align with the longitudinals in the hopper and topside
tanks. Where sloping shelf plates are fitted to stools, suitable scarfing is to be arranged in way of the connections of the stools to
the adjoining structures.

1.3 Structural details in way of holds confined to dry cargoes

1.3.1 In dry cargo holds where transverse bulkheads are arranged without bottom stools, the stiffeners and brackets of plane
bulkheads, and rectangular corrugations of corrugated bulkheads, are to be aligned with floors and inner bottom longitudinals. In
the case of non-rectangular corrugations, the flanges are to be aligned with floors, but consideration will be given to the fitting of a
substantial transverse girder in place of one of the floors.

1.3.2 Where transverse corrugated bulkheads are arranged without top stools, transverse beams are to be arranged under
the deck in way.

1.4 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions

1.4.1 Where corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads are fitted, the scantlings are to be determined in accordance with the
following requirements.

1.4.2 For ships of length, L, 190 m or above, the vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads are to be fitted with a bottom
stool and, generally, with a top stool below the deck. The requirements of Ch 5, 1.6 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads –
support structure at ends are to be complied with as appropriate.
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1.4.3 The loads to be considered as acting on the bulkheads are those given by the combination of cargo loads with those
induced by the flooding of one hold adjacent to the bulkhead under consideration. The most severe combinations of cargo
induced loads and flooding loads are to be used for the determination of the scantlings of each bulkhead, depending on the
specified design loading conditions:

(a) homogeneous loading conditions,

(b) non-homogeneous loading conditions (excluding part loading conditions associated with multi-port loading and unloading),

(c) packed cargo conditions (such as steel mill products).

The individual flooding of loaded and empty holds is to be considered, but the pressure used in the assessment is not to be less
than that obtained for flood water alone. Holds containing packed cargo are to be treated as empty holds.

1.4.4 The cargo surface is to be taken as horizontal and at a distance d 1, in metres, from the base line, see Figure 5.1.1
Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads - Heights and Heads, where d 1 is calculated taking into account the cargo
properties and the hold dimensions. Unless the ship is designed to carry only cargo of bulk density greater than or equal to 1,78
tonne/m3 in non-homogeneous loading conditions, the maximum mass of cargo which may be carried in the hold is to be taken
as filling that hold to the upper deck level at centreline. A permeability, μ, of 0,3 and angle of repose, ψ, of 35° is to be assumed for
this application.
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Figure 5.1.1: Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads - Heights and Heads

1.4.5 An homogeneous load condition is defined as one where the ratio between the highest and the lowest filling levels, d1,
in adjacent holds does not exceed 1,20. For this purpose, where a loading condition includes cargoes of different densities,
equivalent filling levels are to be calculated for all holds on the basis of a single reference value of cargo density, which can be the
minimum to be carried.

1.4.6 The permeability, μ, may be taken as 0,3 for ore, coal and cement cargoes. The bulk density and angle of repose,ψ,
may generally be taken as 3,0 tonne/m3 and 35°respectively for iron ore and 1,3 tonne/m3 and 25° respectively for cement.

1.4.7 The flooding head, hf, see Figure 5.1.1 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads - Heights and Heads, is the
distance, in metres, measured vertically with the ship in the upright position, from the location P, under consideration, to a position
df, in metres, from the baseline as given in Table 5.1.1 Flooding head.

Table 5.1.1: Flooding head

Item Bulkhead location

Bulk carriers with Type B

freeboard and deadweight

< 50 000 tonnes

Other bulk carriers

I (1) Between holds 1 and 2 d f = 0,95D d f = D

Elsewhere d f = 0,85D d f = 0,9D
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II (1) Between holds 1 and 2 d f = 0,9D d f = 0,95D

Elsewhere d f = 0,8D d f = 0,85D

Note 1. Item II is to be used for non-homogeneous loading conditions where the bulk cargo density is less than

1,78 tonne/m3.

Otherwise, Item I is to be used.

Note 2. D = distance, in metres, from the base line to the freeboard deck at side amidships, see Figure 5.1.1

Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads - Heights and Heads.

1.4.8 In considering a flooded hold, the total load is to be taken as that of the cargo and flood water at the appropriate
permeability. Where there is empty volume above the top of the cargo, this is to be taken as flooded to the level of the flooding
head.

1.4.9 Corrugations may be constructed of flanged plates or fabricated from separate flange and web plates, which may be of
different thicknesses. The corrugation angle is to be not less than 55°, see Figure 5.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction.

CL

lc lc

b

c

tw

tf

s1

s  =  max (b; c)
n  =  neutral axis of the corrugations

4535/01 

n

n

φ ≥ 55˚

Figure 5.1.2: Corrugated Bulkhead Construction

1.4.10 The term ‘net plate thickness’ is used to describe the calculated minimum thickness of plating of the web, tw, or flange,
tf. The plate thickness to be fitted is the net plate thickness plus a corrosion addition of 3,5 mm.
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1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – scantling assessment

1.5.1 The bending moment M, in kNm (tonne-f m), for the bulkhead corrugations is given by:

M = ��8
where  

l = span of the corrugation, in metres, to be measured between the internal ends of the bulkhead upper and
lower stools in way of the neutral axis of the corrugations or, where no stools are fitted, from inner bottom to
deck, see Figure 5.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction and Figure 5.1.3 Scantling assessment. The lower
end of the upper stool is not to be taken greater than a distance from the deck at the centreline equal to:

3 times the depth of the corrugation, in general, or

2 times the depth of the corrugation, for rectangular stools

F = resultant force, in kN (tonne-f), see Table 5.1.3 Resultant pressure and force.

5291/03

l

l l

l l

Figure 5.1.3: Scantling assessment

1.5.2 The shear force, Q, in kN (tonne-f) at the lower end of the bulkhead corrugation is given by:

Q = 0,8F

where  

= F is defined in Ch 5, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – scantling assessment.

1.5.3 The section modulus of the corrugations is to be calculated using net plate thicknesses. At the lower end, the following
requirements apply:

(a) An effective width of compression flange, b ef, not greater than given in Ch 5, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight
bulkheads – scantling assessment, is to be used.

(b) Where corrugation webs are not supported by local brackets below the shelf plate (or below the inner bottom if no lower
stool is fitted), they are to be assumed 30 per cent effective in bending. Otherwise, the full area of web plates may be used,
see also (e).

(c) Where effective shedder plates are fitted, see Figure 5.1.4 Symmetric shedder plates and Figure 5.1.5 Asymmetric shedder
plates, the net area of the corrugation flange plates, in cm2, may be increased by the lesser of:

= 2, 5� �f�sh  and 2,5b t f

where  

b = width of corrugation flange, in metres, see Figure 5.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction
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where  

t f = net flange plate thickness, in mm

t sh = net shedder plate thickness, in mm

A shedder plate is considered effective when it:

• is not knuckled; and

• is welded to the corrugations and the lower stool shelf plate by one-side penetration welds or equivalent; and

• has a minimum slope of 45° and lower edges in line with the stool side plating; and

• has a thickness not less than 0,75 times the thickness of the corrugation flanges; and

• has material properties at least equal to those of the corrugation flanges.

(d) Where effective gusset plates are fitted, see Figure 5.1.6 Symmetric gusset/shedder plates and Figure 5.1.7 Asymmetric
gusset/shedder plates the net area of the corrugation flange plates, in cm2, may be increased by:

= 7h g t f

where  

h g = height of the gusset plate, in metres, but is not to be taken greater than 107 �gu
t f = net flange plate thickness, in mm

s gu = width of the gusset plate, in metres

A gusset plate is considered effective when it:

• is fitted in combination with an effective shedder plate as defined in (c); and

• has height not less than half the flange plate width; and

• is fitted in line with the stool side plating; and

• has thickness and material properties at least equal to those of the flanges; and

• is welded to the top of the lower stool by full penetration welds and to the corrugations and shedder plates by one-side
penetration welds or equivalent.

(e) Where the corrugation is welded to a sloping stool shelf plate, set at an angle of not less than 45° to the horizontal, the
corrugation webs may be taken as fully effective in bending. Where the slope is less than 45°, the effectiveness is to be
assessed by linear interpolation between fully effective at 45° and the appropriate value from (b) at 0°. Where effective gusset
plates are also fitted, the area of the flange plates may be increased in accordance with (d). No increase is permitted in the
case where shedder plates are fitted without gussets.
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Shedder plate

Lower stool

hg

5291/04a

Figure 5.1.4: Symmetric shedder plates
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Figure 5.1.5: Asymmetric shedder plates
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Figure 5.1.6: Symmetric gusset/shedder plates
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Figure 5.1.7: Asymmetric gusset/shedder plates
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Table 5.1.2: Bulkhead pressure and force

Item Pressure, kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2) Force, kN (tonne-f)

(1) In non-flooded bulk cargo holds pc = g ρc h 1 tan2 θ Fc = 0,5 ρc g s 1 (d 1 – h DB – h LS)2 tan2θ

(pc = ρc h 1 tan2 θ) (Fc = 0,5 ρc s 1 (d 1 – h DB – h LS)2 tan2θ)

(2) In flooded bulk cargo holds,

when df ≥ d 1

Fcf = 0,5 s 1 (ρ g (d f – d 1)2 +(ρ g (d f – d 1) + p le ) (d 1 – h

DB – h LS))

(a) For positions between d1 and df

from base line

pcf = g ρ h f (Fcf = 0,5 s 1 (ρ (d f – d 1)2 +(ρ (d f – d 1) + p le) (d 1 – h DB –

h LS)))
(pcf = ρ h f )

(b) For positions at a distance lower

than d1 from base line

pcf =g(ρ h f + (ρc – ρ (1 – μ)) h 1 tan2 θ

(pcf = (ρ h f + (ρc – ρ (1 – μ)) h 1 tan2 θ)

(3) In flooded bulk cargo holds,

when df < d 1

Fcf = 0,5 s 1 (ρc g (d 1 – d f)2 tan2 θ +(ρc g (d1 – d f ) tan2 θ +
p le) (d f – h DB – h LS))

(a) For positions between d1 and df

from base line

pcf = g ρc h 1 tan2 θ

(pcf = ρc h 1 tan2 θ) (Fcf = 0,5 s 1 (ρc (d 1 – d f)2 tan2 θ +(ρc (d 1 – d f ) tan2θ + p

le)(d f – h DB – h LS)))

(b) For positions at a distance lower

than d f from base line

pcf = g (ρ h f + (ρc h 1 – ρ (1 – μ) h f )

tan2 θ)

(pcf = (ρ h f + (ρc h 1 – ρ (1 – μ) h f )

tan2 θ))

(4)
In flooded empty holds

pf = g ρ h f Ff = 0,5 s 1 ρ g (d f – h DB – h LS)2

(pf = ρ h f ) (Ff = 0,5 s 1 ρ (d f – h DB – h LS)2)
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Symbols

d f = see Ch 5, 1.4 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions

d1 = vertical distance, in metres, from the base line to the top of the cargo, see Figure 5.1.1 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight

bulkheads - Heights and Heads

g = gravitational constant, 9,81 m/sec2

hDB = height of double bottom, in metres

hf = flooding head, see Ch 5, 1.4 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions

hLS = mean height of lower stool, in metres

h1 = vertical distance, in metres, from the calculation point to the top of the cargo, see Figure 5.1.1 Vertically corrugated transverse

watertight bulkheads - Heights and Heads

pc, p cf, p

f

= pressure on the bulkhead at the point under consideration, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

ple = pressure at the lower end of the corrugation, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2)

s1 = spacing of the corrugations, in metres, see Figure 5.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction

ρ = density of sea water = 1,025 tonne/m3

ρc = bulk cargo density, in tonne/m3

θ = 45º – (ψ/2)

ψ = angle of repose of the cargo, in degrees

μ = permeability of cargo, see Ch 5, 1.4 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions

Table 5.1.3: Resultant pressure and force

Loading condition Resultant pressure Resultant force

kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2) kN (tonne-f)

Homogeneous pr = p cf – 0,8p c F = F cf – 0,8F c

Non-homogeneous pr = p cf F = F cf

Flood water alone

(adjacent holds empty)
pr = p f F = F f

Note For symbols, see Table 5.1.2 Bulkhead pressure and force.

1.5.4 The section modulus of corrugations at crosssections other than the lower end is to be calculated with fully effective
webs and an effective compression flange width, b ef not greater than given in Ch 5, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight
bulkheads – scantling assessment.

1.5.5 The bending capacity of the bulkhead corrugations is to comply with the following relationship:

= 1000�0, 5�le � p, le+ �m � p,m ≤ 0, 95
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where  

M = bending moment, in kNm (tonne-f m), see Ch 5, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads –
scantling assessment

Zle = section modulus at the lower end of the corrugations, in cm3

Zm = section modulus at mid-span of the corrugations, in cm3

σp,le = permissible bending stress at the lower end of the corrugations, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

σp,m = permissible bending stress at mid-span of the corrugations, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

In the above expression Z le, in cm3, is not to be taken greater than Z’ le where

Z'le = �g+ 1000�ℎg− 0, 5ℎg2�1�g� p, le
and Z m is not to exceed the lesser of 1,15Z le and 1,15Z’le

where  

hg = height of the gusset plate, in metres

pg = resultant pressure calculated in way of the middle of the shedder or gusset plates as appropriate, in kN/m2

(tonne-f/m2)

s1 = spacing of the corrugations, in metres

Q = shear force, in kN (tonne-f), see Ch 5, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – scantling
assessment

Zg = section modulus of the corrugations in way of the upper end of shedder or gusset plates as appropriate, in
cm3.

1.5.6 The applied shear stress, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2), is determined by dividing the shear force derived from Ch 5, 1.5 Vertically
corrugated transverse watertight bulkheads – scantling assessment by the shear area of the corrugation, calculated using the net
plate thickness. The shear area is to be reduced to account for non-perpendicularity between the corrugation webs and flanges. In
general, the reduced area may be obtained by multiplying the web sectional area by sin φ, where φ is the angle between the web
and the flange, see Figure 5.1.2 Corrugated Bulkhead Construction. The applied shear stress is not to exceed the permissible
shear stress or the shear buckling stress given in Table 5.1.4 Permissible shear and buckling stresses.

Table 5.1.4: Permissible shear and buckling stresses

Bending, Shear, Shear buckling,

N/mm2 (kgf/mm2) N/mm2 (kgf/mm2) N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

σp = σ0 τp = 0,5σ0
τcr= τ0 1− � �4 � E
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Symbols

b = width of corrugation flange, in metres, see Figure 5.1.2 Corrugated

Bulkhead Construction

c = width of corrugation web, in metres, see Figure 5.1.2 Corrugated

Bulkhead Construction

t f = net flange plate thickness, in mm

t w = web plate net thickness, in mm

E = modulus of elasticity

= 206 000 N/mm2 (21000 kgf/mm2)

σ 0 = specified minimum yield stress, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

τ E = 5,706E(t w/1000c)2 N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

τ0 = � �3  N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

1.5.7 The width of the compression flange, in metres, to be used for calculating the effective modulus is:

bef = Cefb

where  

Cef = 2, 25� − 1, 25� 2  for β>1,25

Cef = 1, 0 for β ≤ 1,25

β = 103 ��f � 0�
Other symbols are as defined in Table 5.1.4 Permissible shear and buckling stresses.

1.5.8 The corrugation flange and web local net plate thickness are not to be less than:

t = 14, 9 �w 1, 05 ��� � mm
where  

sw = plate width, in metres, to be taken equal to the width of the corrugation flange or web, whichever is the
greater

pr = resultant pressure, in kN/m2 (tonne-f/m2), as defined in Table 5.1.3 Resultant pressure and force, at the lower
edge of each strake of plating. The net thickness of the lowest strake is to be determined using the resultant
pressure at the top of the lower stool, (or at the inner bottom, if no lower stool is fitted), or at the top of the
shedders, if effective shedder or gusset and shedder plates are fitted

σ0 = specified minimum yield stress of the material, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2).

1.5.9 For built-up corrugations, where the thickness of the flange and of the web are different, the net thickness of the
narrower plating is to be not less than:
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tn = 14, 9 �n 1, 05 ��� 0 mm
where  

sn = width of the narrower plating, in metres. The net thickness, in mm, of the wider plating is not to be taken less
than the greater of:

t wp = 14, 9 �w 1, 05 ��� � mm or

t wp = 462 �2w��� 0 − �2np mm
where  

t np = actual net thickness of the narrower plating but not greater than:

= 14, 9 �w 1, 05 ��� 0 mm
1.5.10 The required thickness of plating is the net thickness plus the corrosion addition given in Ch 5, 1.4 Vertically corrugated
transverse watertight bulkheads – application and definitions.

1.5.11 Scantlings required to meet the bending and shear strength requirements at the lower end of the bulkhead corrugation
are to be maintained for a distance of 0,15l from the lower end, where l is as defined in Ch 5, 1.5 Vertically corrugated transverse
watertight bulkheads – scantling assessment. Scantlings required to meet the bending requirements at mid-height are to be
maintained to a location no greater than 0,3l from the top of the corrugation. The section modulus of the remaining upper part of
the corrugation is to be not less than 0,75 times that required for the middle part, corrected for differences in yield stress.

1.6 Vertically corrugated transverse bulkheads – support structure at ends

1.6.1 The requirements of Ch 5, 1.2 Bulkheads supported by stools are to be complied with as applicable, together with the
following.

1.6.2  Lower stool:

(a) The height of the lower stool is generally to be not less than three times the depth of the corrugations.

(b) The thickness and steel grade of the stool shelf plate are to be not less than those required for the bulkhead plating above.

(c) The thickness and steel grade of the upper portion of vertical or sloping stool side plating, within the depth equal to the
corrugation flange width from the stool top, are to be not less than the flange plate thickness and steel grade needed to meet
the bulkhead requirements at the lower end of the corrugation.

(d) The thickness of the stool side plating and the section modulus of the stool side stiffeners are to be not less than those
required by Ch 1,9 for a plane transverse bulkhead and stiffeners using the greater of the pressures determined from the
head, h 4, in Table 1.9.1 and the expressions given in Table 5.1.2 Bulkhead pressure and force.

(e) The ends of stool side vertical stiffeners are to be attached to brackets at the upper and lower ends of the stool.

(f) The width of the shelf plate is to be not less than the depth of the corrugation plus 1.5 times the thickness of the flange plate
on each side.

(g) The stool bottom is to have a width not less than 2,5 times the mean depth of the corrugation.

(h) Scallops in the brackets and diaphragms in way of connections to the stool shelf plate are to be avoided.

(i) Where corrugations are terminated on the bottom stool, the corrugations and stool plating are to be connected to the stool
top plate by full penetration welds. The plating of the stool and the supporting floors are also to be connected to the inner
bottom by full penetration welds.

1.6.3  Upper stool:

(a) The upper stool, where fitted, is to have a height generally between two and three times the depth of corrugations.

(b) Rectangular stools are to have a height generally equal to twice the depth of corrugations, measured from the deck level and
at hatch side girder.

(c) The upper stool is to be properly supported by girders or deep brackets between the adjacent hatch-end beams.
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(d) The width of the shelf plate is generally to be the same as that of the lower stool shelf plate.

(e) The upper end of a non-rectangular stool is to have a width not less than twice the depth of corrugations.

(f) The thickness and steel grade of the shelf plate are to be the same as those of the bulkhead plating below.

(g) The thickness of the lower portion of stool side plating is to be not less than 80 per cent of that required for the upper part of
the bulkhead plating where the same materials is used.

(h) The thickness of the stool side plating and the section modulus of the stool side stiffeners are to be not less than those
required by Ch 1,9 for plane transverse bulkheads and stiffeners using the greater of the pressures determined from the
head, h 4, in Table 1.9.1 and the expressions given in Table 5.1.2 Bulkhead pressure and force.

(i) Where vertical stiffening is fitted, the ends of stool side stiffeners are to be attached to brackets at the upper and lower end of
the stool.

(j) Diaphragms are to be fitted inside the stool, in line with, and effectively attached to, longitudinal deck girders extending to the
hatch end coaming girders for effective support of the corrugated bulkhead.

(k) Scallops in the brackets and diaphragms in way of the connection to the stool shelf plate are to be avoided.

1.6.4 If no bottom stool is fitted, the corrugations and floors are to be connected to the inner bottom plating by full penetration
welds. The thickness and steel grades of the supporting floors are to be at least equal to those provided for the corrugation
flanges. The cut-outs for connections of the inner bottom longitudinals to double bottom floors are to be closed by collar plates.
The supporting floors are to be connected to each other by suitably designed shear plates. Stool side plating is to align with the
corrugation flanges. Stool side vertical stiffeners and their brackets in the lower stool are to align with the inner bottom
longitudinals to provide appropriate load transmission between these stiffening members. The lower stool side plating is not to be
knuckled.

1.6.5 The design of local details is to take into account the transfer of the bulkhead forces and moments to the boundary
structures and particularly to the double bottom and cross-deck structures.
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Section
1   Double bottom structure

n Section 1 
Double bottom structure

1.1 Allowable hold loading in the flooded condition

1.1.1 The requirements of this sub-Section are to be applied to single side skin bulk carriers of length, L, 150 m or above,
intended for the carriage of cargoes having bulk densities of 1,0 tonne/m3 or above.

1.1.2 The maximum load which may be carried in each cargo hold in combination with flood water is to be determined for the
most severe homogeneous, non-homogeneous and packed cargo conditions contained in the Loading Manual. The maximum
density of cargo intended to be carried in each condition is to be used.

1.1.3 The ship is to be assumed immersed to the draught, TF, in metres, in way of the flooded cargo hold under consideration.
The flooding head, hf, see Figure 6.1.1 Loading, is to be taken as the distance, in metres, measured vertically with the ship in the
upright position, from the inner bottom to position, df, in metres, from the base line given by:

(a) In general:

(i) df = D for the foremost hold

(ii) df = 0,9D for other holds

(b) For ships less than 50 000 tonnes deadweight with Type B freeboard:

(i) df = 0,95D for the foremost hold

(ii) df = 0,85D for other holds

where  

D = distance, in metres, from the base line to the freeboard deck at side amidships.
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Figure 6.1.1: Loading

1.1.4 For this application, the double bottom is defined as the structure bounded by the transverse bulkhead lower stools (or
bulkhead plating if no lower stools are fitted) and the hopper sides. The floors and girders immediately in way of these structures
are excluded.

1.1.5 The determination of shear strength required for the permissible load assessment in Ch 6, 1.1 Allowable hold loading in
the flooded condition, is to be performed using the net plate thickness, tnet, for the floors and girders:

tnet = t-t c
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where  

t = as built thickness, in mm

tc = thickness deduction for corrosion, in mm, generally to be taken as 2,5 mm.

1.1.6 Shear capacity of the double bottom is defined as the sum of the shear strengths for:

(a) all the floors adjacent to both hoppers, less one half the strength of the floors adjacent to each lower stool (or transverse
bulkhead if no lower stool is fitted), see Figure 6.1.3 Double bottom breadth, and

(b) all the girders adjacent to the lower stools (or transverse bulkheads if no lower stool is fitted).

Where a girder or floor terminates without direct attachment to the boundary stool or hopper side girder, its shear capacity is to
include only that for the effectively connected end.
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Figure 6.1.2: Double bottom structure

1.1.7 The shear strengths, Sf1, of floors adjacent to hoppers and, Sf 2, of floors in way of openings in bays nearest to the
hoppers, are as follows:

Sf1 = 0,001 A f τp/η1 kN (tonne-f)

Sf 2 = 0,001 A f,h τp/η2 kN (tonne-f)

where  

Af = net sectional area, in mm2, of floor panel adjacent to hopper
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where  

Af,h = net sectional area, in mm2, of floor panel in way of opening in the bay closest to hopper

η1 = 1,10

η2 = 1,20 generally

= 1,10 where appropriate reinforcement is fitted in way of the opening

σ0 = specified minimum yield stress, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2)

τp = permissible shear stress, to be taken equal to the lesser of:

τ0 = � �3 N/mm2 kgf/mm2 and
τc = 162 � 00, 6�1�net 0, 8 N/mm2

= � � = 65 � 00, 6�1�n�� 0, 8 kgf/mm2
where  

s1 = spacing of stiffening members, in mm, for the panel under consideration

tnet = net thickness, in mm, of the panel under consideration.

For floors adjacent to the stools (or bulkhead plating if no lower stools are fitted), τp may be taken as 
� 03  N/mm2 (kgf/mm2).

1.1.8 The shear strengths Sg1, of girders adjacent to transverse bulkhead lower stools (or transverse bulkheads if no lower
stools are fitted) and, Sg2, of girders in way of the largest openings in bays nearest to the lower stools (or transverse bulkheads if
no lower stools are fitted), are as follows:

Sg1 = 0,001 A g τp/η1 kN (tonne-f)

Sg2 = 0,001 A g,h τp/η2 kN (tonne-f)

where  

Ag = net sectional area, in mm2, of the girder adjacent to transverse bulkhead lower stool (or transverse bulkhead,
if no lower stool is fitted)

Ag,h = net sectional area, in mm2, of the girder in way of the largest openings in the bays closest to the transverse
bulkhead lower stool (or transverse bulkhead if no lower stool is fitted)

η1 = 1,10

η2 = 1,15 generally

= 1,10 where appropriate reinforcement is fitted in way of the opening.

1.1.9 The permissible cargo hold loading, Wp, is given by:

Wp = g ρc V/F c kN

(Wp = ρc V/F c tonne-f)

where  

df, D = as defined in Ch 6, 1.1 Allowable hold loading in the flooded condition
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where  

g = gravitational constant, 9,81 m/sec2

h f = flooding head, in metres, as defined in Ch 6, 1.1 Allowable hold loading in the flooded condition

h 1 = �� ��  where Y is in kN/m2

= ℎ1 = �� � where Y is tonne− f/m2
n = number of floors between transverse bulkhead lower stools or transverse bulkheads, if no lower stools are

fitted

s = spacing, in metres, of double bottom longitudinals adjacent to hoppers

ADB,e = ∑� = �� �� ���−�
ADB,h = ∑� = �� �����, �

BDB = breadth of double bottom, in metres, between hoppers, see Figure 6.1.3 Double bottom breadth

BDB,h = distance, in metres, between openings, see Fig. Figure 6.1.3 Double bottom breadth

BDB,i = (B DB – s) for floors where shear strength is given by Sf1

= BDB,h for floors where shear strength is given by Sf 2

Ce = shear capacity of the double bottom, in kN (tonne-f), as defined in Ch 6, 1.1 Allowable hold loading in the
flooded condition, considering for each floor, the shear strength Sf1, see Ch 6, 1.1 Allowable hold loading in
the flooded condition, and for each girder, the lesser of the shear strengths Sg1 and Sg2, see Ch 6, 1.1
Allowable hold loading in the flooded condition

Ch = shear capacity of the double bottom, in kN (tonne-f), as defined in Ch 6, 1.1 Allowable hold loading in the
flooded condition, considering floor, the lesser of the shear strengths Sf1 and Sf2, see Ch 6, 1.1 Allowable
hold loading in the flooded condition, and for each girder, the lesser shear strengths Sg1 and Sg2, see Ch 6,
1.1 Allowable hold loading in the flooded condition

Fc = 1,1 in general

= 1,05 for steel mill products

Si = spacing of ith floor, in metres

TF = df – 0,1D

V = volume, in m3, occupied by cargo at a level h1

X = the lesser of X1 and X2 for bulk cargoes and

X = X1 for steel mill products

where  

X1 = �+ � � �F− ℎf1 + �� c � − 1  where Y is in kN/m2

= �1 = �+ � ��− ℎ�1 + �� c � − 1 where Y is in tonne− f/m2
X 2 = Y + ρ g (T F – h f μ) where Y is in kN/m2
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where  

(X 2 = Y + ρ (T F – h f μ) where Y is in tonne-f/m2)

Y = the lesser of Y 1 and Y 2 given by:

Y1 = �h���, h
Y2 = �e���, e
μ = permeability of cargo but need not exceed 0,3

= 0,0 for steel mill products

ρ = density of sea water, 1,025 tonne/m3

ρc = cargo density, in tonne/m3 (bulk density for bulk cargoes and actual cargo density for steel mill products).

5310/03

BDB.h 

BDB 

Girder in way 

of hopper side

Girder in way 

of hopper side

Figure 6.1.3: Double bottom breadth
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Section
1   Shell envelope framing

n Section 1 
Shell envelope framing

1.1 Transverse stiffening

1.1.1 The modulus and inertia of main and topside tank frames in the midship region are to comply with the requirements
given in Table 7.1.1 Shell framing. Arrangements of main frames in holds in association with web frames are not recommended in
view of the vulnerability to cargo handling damage. Where such web frames are proposed the arrangements and scantlings will be
specially considered.

1.1.2 Main frames in the cargo and ballast holds are to have a web thickness not less than either:

tmin = 7 + 0,03L mm in general, or 13mm whichever is the lesser, or

tmin = 1,15 (7 + 0,03L) mm, in the foremost hold where L is the Rule length, in metres, or 15 mm whichever is the
lesser.

1.1.3 The web depth to thickness ratio of the frames is not to be greater than:60 �, for symmetric sections50 �, for asymmetric sections
In the case of asymmetric sections, the breadth to thickness ratio of the flange is not to be greater than:10 �
1.1.4 The upper and lower end brackets of the main frames in the cargo and ballast holds are to satisfy the requirements of 
Ch 7, 1.1 Transverse stiffening to Ch 7, 1.1 Transverse stiffening inclusive, based on the mild steel section modulus Z in cm3,
derived from Table 7.1.1 Shell framing, or the equivalent mild steel section modulus for higher tensile steel frames.

Table 7.1.1: Shell framing

Location Modulus, in cm3 Inertia, in cm4

(1) Main frames in dry

cargo holds Z = 3,50skhT1 H2x 10–3 I =
3, 2� ��

(2) Main frames in cargo

holds used for water

ballast

The greater of the following:

I =
3, 2� ��(a) =

Z = 1,15 x modulus given in (1)

 = 1,15 x modulus given in (1)

(b) =
Z = 6,7skh 4 H 2 x 10–3

 = 6,7skh 4 H 2 x 10–3
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(3) Transverse frames in

topside wing tanks

The greater of the following:

I =
3, 2� ��(a) 1,15 x Z as given in location (1) of Table 1.6.2 in Chapter 1

(b) As required by 7.3.1 for the sloped bulkhead stiffeners

Symbols

D, T, s, k as defined in 1.5.1

h T1 = head, in metres, at middle of H

= �W 1− ℎ6� − � � � , in metres, for frames where the mid-length of frame is above the summer load waterline,

= �W 1− ℎ6� − �  is not to be taken less than 0,7 C W

= ℎ6 + �W 1− ℎ62� � � , in metres, where the mid-length of frame is below the summer load waterline

h 4 = head, in metres, measured from the middle of H to the deck at side, or half the distance from the middle of H to the top of the

overflow, whichever is greater.

h 6 = vertical distance in metres, from the summer load waterline at draught T to the mid-length of H

C W = a wave head, in metres

= 7,71 x 10–2 Le –0,0044L

where e = base of natural logarithms 2,7183

F λ = 1,0 for L ≤ 200 m

= (1,0 + 0,0023(L – 200)) for L > 200 m

H = length overall of frame, in metres, but is to be taken not less than 2,5 m

1.1.5 The lengths of the arms of the brackets, measured as shown in Figure 7.1.1 Diagrammatic arrangement of end
brackets, are not to be less than:

(a) Frame connection to hopper tank.

Athwartship arm:

Dry cargo hold �a = 32, 43 � mm
Ballast hold �a = 32, 43 � − 7, 5 mm
Vertical arm:
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Dry cargo hold �v = 27, 6 � mm
Ballast hold �v = 27, 6 � − 9, 0 mm

(b) Frame connection to topside tank

Athwartship arm:

Dry cargo hold �a = 30, 0 � mm
Ballast hold �a = 30, 0 � − 9, 0 mm
Vertical arm:

Dry cargo hold �v = 26, 85 � mm
Ballast hold �v = 26, 85 � − 11, 0 mm

In no case are the bracket arm lengths to be taken less than the following:

(a) athwartship arm

la = 2,4d

(b) vertical arm

lv = 2,4d or 0,125 H

where  

= d is as defined in Figure 7.1.1 Diagrammatic arrangement of end brackets, and

= H is as defined in Table 7.1.1 Shell framing.

1.1.6 The section modulus of the frame and bracket or integral bracket, and associated shell plating at the location marked Za

in Figure 7.1.1 Diagrammatic arrangement of end brackets is to be not less than 2,0Z

In addition, the minimum depth of the frame and bracket or integral bracket at the location indicated in Figure 7.1.1 Diagrammatic
arrangement of end brackets is to be not less than 1,5d.

1.1.7 The upper and lower integral or separate brackets are to have a web thickness not less than the following:

(a) Lower bracket

t = tmin + 2 mm, where tmin is derived from Ch 7, 1.1 Transverse stiffening

(b) Upper bracket thickness not to be less than frame web thickness

The toes of the brackets are to be designed to avoid notch effects by making the upper and lower toes concave or otherwise
tapering them off (see also Pt 3, Ch 10,5.1.7).

1.1.8 In general, except as indicated in Ch 7, 1.1 Transverse stiffening, frames are to be fabricated symmetrical sections with
integral upper and lower brackets. The side frame face plate is to be curved (not knuckled) at the connection with the end
brackets. The radius of curvature, r, is to be not less than:

r = 0, 4�2f�f mm
where  

b f = breadth of the bracket face plate, in mm

tf = thickness of the bracket face plate, in mm
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The brackets are to be arranged with soft toes and the frame section face bar tapered symmetrically to the toes with a taper rate
not exceeding 1 in 3. Where the free edge of the bracket is hollowed out, it is to be stiffened or increased in size to ensure that the
section modulus of the bracket through the throat is not less than that of the required straight edged bracket.

1.1.9 In ships of length, L, less than 190 m, mild steel fabricated frames may be asymmetric and fitted with separate brackets.
Brackets are to be arranged with soft toes. The free edges of the brackets are to be stiffened as follows:

(a) Where a flange is fitted, its breadth, bf, is to be not less than:

bf = 40 1 + �100 mm
or 50 mm, whichever is the greater.

The flange is to be tapered at the ends with a taper rate not exceeding 1 in 3.

(b) Where the edge is stiffened by a welded face flat, the cross-sectional area of the face flat is to be not less than:

(i) 0,009bft cm2 for offset edge stiffening

(ii) 0,014bft cm2 for symmetrically placed stiffening

where  

t = web thickness of bracket, in mm

= The face plate is to be tapered at the ends with a taper rate not exceeding 1 in 3.

1.1.10 For mild steel construction with separate brackets where the frames are lapped on to the bracket, the length of the
overlap is to be adequate to provide for the required area of welding to achieve equivalent strength.

1.1.11 Double continuous welding is to be adopted for the connections of frames and brackets to side shell, hopper and
topside tank plating and web to face plates. For this purpose, the following weld factors are to be adopted:

0,44 in Zone ‘a’ and

0,40 in Zone ‘b’, see Figure 7.1.1 Diagrammatic arrangement of end brackets.

Where the hull form is such that an effective fillet weld cannot be made, edge preparation of the web of the frame and bracket may
be required, in order to ensure the required efficiency of the weld connection.
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Figure 7.1.1: Diagrammatic arrangement of end brackets
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1.1.12 The design of end connections and their supporting structure is to be such as to provide adequate resistance to rotation
and displacement of the joint. For this purpose, in the hopper and topside tanks, the thickness of the supporting brackets (which
must align with the hold main frame brackets) is to be not less than the following:

(a) Lower brackets (In hopper tank):

t = t min + 0,5 mm, where t min is derived from Ch 7, 1.1 Transverse stiffening, or

t = 9,0 mm

whichever is the greater.

(b) Upper brackets (in topside tank):

t = t min, where t min is derived from Ch 7, 1.1 Transverse stiffening, or

t = 9,0 mm

whichever is the greater.

The size and arrangement of stiffening of the supporting brackets will be specially considered. Where the toe of the hold frame
bracket is situated on or in close proximity to the first longitudinal from the shell of the hopper or topside tank sloped bulkheads,
the supporting brackets are to be extended to the next longitudinal. This extension is to be achieved by enlarging the supporting
bracket or by fitting an intercostal flat bar stiffener the same depth as the longitudinal and connected to the webs of the
longitudinals.

1.1.13 The requirements are to be maintained throughout the cargo hold region. However, in the forward and aft cargo holds
where the shape becomes finer because of the ship form, increased requirements may be necessary and each case will be
specially considered.

1.1.14 In way of the foremost hold, side frames of asymmetric section are to be effectively supported by intercostal brackets,
see Figure 7.1.2 Typical arrangement of intercostal brackets supporting asymmetric side shell frames in No. 1 hold.
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Figure 7.1.2: Typical arrangement of intercostal brackets supporting asymmetric side shell frames in No. 1 hold

1.1.15 The hold side shell frame adjacent to the collision bulkhead is to be suitably strengthened. As an alternative, at least two
supporting structures are to be fitted which align with the forepeak stringers or flats, see Figure 7.1.3 Hold frame supporting
structures at fore end of No. 1 cargo hold. The supporting structures are to have adequate cross sectional shear resisting area at
their connections to the hold frame.
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